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Review of life cycle assessment on consumer electronic
products: Developments and the way ahead

Karpagam Subramanian and Winco K. C. Yung

Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hung Hom,
Kowloon, Hong Kong

ABSTRACT
Life cycle assessment (LCA) has grown rapidly and is now well
established within the electronics industry. The growing
number of journal publications, conferences, and special issues
is a proof for the same. A number of literature reviews have
been published till now in this area focusing on different
aspects. This study has identified 134 significant journal articles
to conduct a systematic and narrative literature review. This
review covers a wide range of product categories and analyzes
the usefulness of LCA as a decision-making tool within the
electronics industry which has not been explored fully in
previous reviews conducted in this area of research. For this
purpose, we organized LCA studies into 10 main product
categories. A narrative review was employed to summarize the
significant findings from the LCA studies. Although the central
objective of all the studies was to evaluate the environmental
impact created by the product, the focus and methods
employed differed. A systematic review was used to categorize
the overall frameworks used in the studies. The studies were
classified based on their research purpose, types of approach,
LCIA methods used, system boundaries involved, data
collection methods, and data analysis levels. Within the
subcategory of research purpose, three research domains were
identified and the studies were classified accordingly. Generally
it has been revealed that use phase, end of life, and production
phase are the dominant phases in that order. However
discrepancies occur owing to functional units, data usage, and
assumptions made. All these and more make benchmarking
difficult. Finally we identified gaps that merit attention in future
research. It is also hoped that this review is a good resource for
anyone interested in doing research on LCA of electronic
products, helping them identify current research trends,
provide suggestions for future research, and stimulate interest
in creating new research directions.
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1. Introduction

Life cycle assessment (LCA) had its origin in the USA during 1960s. Its application
to the electronics industry started more than two decades ago with a conference
paper entitled “Application of LCA in electronic products” (Rhodes, 1993) in
which he described some of the “important applications of LCA pertaining to the
interest of the electronics and power products industry. (pg. 101)” Since then LCA
has been used as a tool to foster environmentally beneficial electronic products by
different researchers in different dimensions over the years. During the last decade,
both the electronic products as well as LCA as a decision-making tool (DMT) have
grown exponentially. The increasing number of conferences, literature reviews,
journal publications, handbooks, and company reports are proofs to these out-
standing advancements in these two fields (Taticchi et al., 2014). LCA has matured
from a system analysis tool that myopically addressed environmental impacts cre-
ated by a product or process to a DMT that is capable of analyzing comprehen-
sively the social and economic impacts of a product as well. Simultaneously
electronic products have also evolved and gone through tremendous changes both
in terms of technological advancements and usage behavior. Growing threats in
the form of climate change and health risks have led to the integration of environ-
mental consideration into the design of these electronic products. As stated by the
US environmental protection agency “Our ‘plugged-in’ world relies on an ever-
growing and constantly changing supply of electronic products.” Going along the
global trend, green and sustainable electronic products have received more atten-
tion in recent years and harvested new research clusters.

There is a vast amount of literature reviews in the field of LCA of electronic
products over the past. Most of the reviews focused on the consumer electronics
field in which ICT (Information and communication technologies) products domi-
nate. An overall review has been conducted on ICT product and services
(Arushanyan et al., 2014) and some reviews have been carried out in specific
aspects such as analyzing inconsistencies, discrepancies, and uncertainties existing
across studies linked to ICT devices (Andrae and Andersen, 2010; Teehan and
Kandlikar, 2011; Marissa Yao, 2010), comparison of digital and print media (Bull
and Kozak, 2014), concept-centric review of IT/IS solutions (Stiel and Teuteberg,
2014), approach of data center industries (Whitehead et al., 2014), and telecommu-
nications industry (Wolfram Scharnhorst, 2006). These reviews have identified and
highlighted various issues pertaining to the LCA studies conducted for that specific
category of electronic products and their shortcomings. These reviews have uncov-
ered several assumptions made as well as general problems with LCA (Kandlikar,
2011). Both analytical and concept-centric reviews have been conducted and the
analysis have been significantly straightforward covering issues like the need to
cover usage behavior in a more realistic way, covering informal waste management
(Arushanyan et al., 2014), the product life cycle phase that creates more impacts
(Bull and Kozak, 2014; Teehan and Kandlikar, 2011), need for further
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methodological developments in the field of LCA (Wolfram Scharnhorst, 2006),
environmentally sound management of End-of-Phase (EOL) phases of mobile
phones and the emphasis on the inconsistencies between different LCA studies
conducted for desktop PCs, notebooks, mobile phones, and televisions (TVs), and
how these discrepancies in results sometimes make benchmarking difficult
(Andrae and Andersen, 2010).

2. Research motivation

All the reviews mentioned in the previous section and many more have provided
in-depth analysis and useful insights in this field. However, these studies have
reviewed only fractions of the large electronics industry that have used Environ-
mental Life Cycle Assessment (ELCA) as a tool to identify and analyze the environ-
mental impacts. By far, reviews comprehensively covering all the electronic
product categories are hardly found in the literature. To the best of our knowledge,
no comprehensive review of application of ELCA in a varied range of electronic
products has been published so far. The focus so far has been mainly on ICT prod-
ucts and services. A holistic review that has categorized and prioritized a range of
products in electronics sector for conducting ELCA is clearly missing in the pub-
lished literature. To comprehend the above mentioned shortcomings, in this work
we set out to conduct a diachronic and holistic literature review covering ELCA
studies on a wide range of electronic products from 1995 to 2015. For this, we con-
ducted a narrative literature review of peer-reviewed publications on the topic
“ELCA and electronic products” from a theoretical point of view and hope that
this analysis of the literature will provide useful insights for the readers and
researchers on LCA studies of specific electronic product categories.

LCA is a tool to assess the potential environmental impacts and resources used
throughout a product’s life cycle, that is, from raw material acquisition, via produc-
tion and usage phases to waste management (ISO, 2006a). LCA as a system analy-
sis tool has undergone strong development and harmonization has occurred
resulting in international standards. Over the years, the maturity and methodologi-
cal robustness of LCA has increased evidently (Hans de Bruijn, 2002).The concept
of ELCA is well established in the electronics industry. However still it cannot be
holistically utilized as a DMT owing to a number of reasons, one which is the lack
of consistency within the available studies. The inconsistency is primarily due to
the assumptions made in terms of the life span of the product, different system
boundaries involved, selection of indicators, and reporting of results. Even for the
same product these inconsistencies prevail, making it difficult to compare results
and establish trends within the electronics industry. Though some frameworks,
methods, and models were developed by authors in the last two decades, still holis-
tic approaches using LCA as a DMT in the electronic industry have definitely space
to improve. In this context, another objective of this research work is to assess the
developments made so far in using LCA as DMT in the electronics industry,
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aiming to identify knowledge gaps and derive future research agenda. Also the pri-
mary limitation of previous reviews conducted in LCA of electronic products is the
identification of research domains. So the authors of this work tried to narrow this
gap by identifying research domains in this field, which will help determine the
potential of LCA as a DMT in the electronics industry. For this, we have performed
systematic literature review of the published work in this research area (Taticchi
et al., 2014). Therefore, this review has the following specific objectives:
Narrative Literature Review objectives:

1. To capture the existing ELCA studies on a wide range of electronic products
and classify those into a number of relevant product categories.

2. To examine the published literature under each category and present the
LCA results of individual studies under each product category.

Systematic Literature Review objectives:
3. To describe the nature of ELCA-related articles on electronic products using

various descriptive statistics.
4. To identify and classify implementation of ELCA in electronic products into

various research domains.
5. To conclude research trend, identify knowledge gaps, and provide future

research recommendations from the perspective of using LCA as a holistic
DMT in the electronics industry.

3. Narrative literature review

The overall aim of this narrative review is to analyze and present the spread across
publications within the studied body of literature. For this, the conventional way
of summarizing the relevant studies within a wide range of electronic product cate-
gories is carried out and the reported results are presented in this section.

Few studies focused entirely on assessing the product using LCA as a tool while
others addressed the aspect of methodological developments in LCA of electronic
products and used computers, mobile phones, and other products as case studies
to test their findings. Few aspects that these bulk of LCA studies have in common,
new developments made through a few of these studies, and major conclusions
agreed upon by most of the studies are collated and presented in Table 1 under dif-
ferent product categories. Within each product category, individual studies are
compared based on their major focus/contribution and conclusions/findings, and
presented in Tables 2–11 with author citations.

3.1. ICT devices

Computers including desktops & notebooks, mobile phones, computer displays,
electronic media, and television were the assessed products in this category by
many researchers in various dimensions.
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Table 1. Major commonalities and conclusions collated from the LCA studies.

Product
categories

Commonalities among
studies New development/findings

Majorly agreed/concluded
results

Desktop and
laptop
computers

Used conventional LCA
technique to assess
environmental impacts/
carbon footprint; usage of
secondary data; LCA is
used for comparative
purposes and regional
analysis mostly

Introduction of new concepts
like spatial environmental
balance (SEB) and global
change mix factors (GCMF);
development of methods like
advanced attributional LCA
(AALCA); consideration of
factory through mall phase in
LCA

Production phase followed by
use phase is the dominant
phase in creating impacts;
use phase is impacted due
to operational energy; E-
commerce when used
creates lesser impacts

Computer
displays

LCA technique used to
compare liquid crystal
display (LCD) and cathode
ray tube (CRT) display of
computer monitors
mostly

Normalization and weighing
using Korean values; CRT can
be used as a secondary raw
material in ceramic glazes
and reduce impacts

LCD monitor disposal has
lower impacts compared to
CRT; carbon emissions
reduce when recycled
materials are used;
extended life span of the
product reduces energy
and eco-impacts

Mobile phones LCA as a technique to assess
and compare mobile
phones; compare UMTS
and GSM mobile
communication systems;
compare 2G and 3G
networks

Mobiles phones at EOL can be
repurposed as car parking
meter with battery; direct
land use (DLU) was assessed
and concluded to create
impacts

Production phase followed by
use phase is the dominant
phase in creating impacts;
recycling of materials is
beneficial; UMTS was
better; short life span of the
mobile phones increases
the impacts; recycling of
network materials is very
beneficial

Electronic media Most of the published work
was related to comparing
electronic media (tablets,
internet) with traditional
and conventional
methods like paper and
printing (magazines,
newspapers) with the aid
of LCA.

LCA to compare the energy
consumption related to
digital and traditional library
concentration on journal
collections

Production phase was
concluded to create more
impacts; paper and pulp
production influenced
impacts in the print; no
conclusions were derived
between e-media and print
media; though in cliche
e-media seems better it
involves lot of uncertainties
in allocation, inventory
concluded most of studies

Television LCA technique used to assess
the environmental
impacts of different TV
sets and compare the
displays used in TVs

LCA of plasma TV and
comparison of LCD and CRT
display used in it for the first
time; fire LCA was performed
on TV sets

Production and use phase
were reported to be the
clearly dominant phases
creating impacts;
mechanical recycling shows
negative impacts; mercury
in LCD and copper in
plasma TV induces negative
impacts

E-waste Gate-to-grave analysis is
done and LCA is carried
predominantly for the
EOL processes

Development of material index
and web based decision
support system for effective
management of recycling,
electronic product
disassembly and materials
recovery

More mechanical recycling and
less incineration was
emphasized; smelting
process in EOL created
more impacts; usage of
recycled materials reduced
greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions; human health is
the affected impact
category

(Continued on next page )
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3.1.1. Desktop PCs and laptops under the umbrella of ICT devices

Table 1. (Continued)

Product
categories

Commonalities among
studies New development/findings

Majorly agreed/concluded
results

Intermediate
products /
processes

LCA used as a technique to
assess the environmental
profile of intermediate
products like solder, PCBs,
batteries mostly; LCA also
used for product
comparison in some
studies

LCA for comparing Eco mouse
proto type with original and
paper PCB prototype with
the original was an
innovative approach; lead
free solders are a new
development but increased
global warming potential
(GWP)

Raw material extraction is the
most dominant phase with
copper production
inducing more negative
impacts followed by silver
and tin; Li batteries are
main source of metal
pollutants; rechargeable
batteries definitely are eco-
friendly option compared
to primary batteries; GWP
and Ozone layer depletion
(ODP) are the most
impacted categories

White goods LCA studies related to large
household appliances
including air conditioners,
refrigerators, and washing
machines for assessing
the environmental
profiles of individual
products and for
comparative purposes

Reverse LCA performed to
design ideal green product;
demonstration of inverse
WM effect to avoiding
double counting of use
phase is a new development

Usage and production are the
dominant phases; replacing
HCFC22 with HFC410A in
ACs reduced impacts;
centralized systems are
reported to create lesser
impacts compared to
individual systems;
magnetic refrigerators and
hermetic compressors
create more impacts;

Domestic
appliances

Environmental impacts
created cumulatively by a
bunch of household
appliances in a large scale
are analyzed using LCA

New approach to handle
relatively huge data sets in
LCA was proposed;
consumption based LCA to
model consumer electronic
products (CEPs) for a 15-year
period

Use phase was reported the
most dominant phase;
fossil fuel depletion,
respiratory inorganic,
acidification,
eutrophication, and
radiation were reported as
the most relevant impact
categories

Low-profile
electronic
products

Small and personal electronic
products without much
complex intermediate
products or processes are
analyzed using LCA

LCA of such small products like
toys, remote sensor itself a
very important contribution
as these kind of products are
most likely ignored and
considered not to create
much impacts

Each study has identified
different phases as
dominate, as the products
vary, so no major
conclusion could be
derived

Table 2. Comparison of desktop- and laptop-related LCA studies based on their major focus/contri-
bution and conclusions/findings.

Author Major contribution/focus of the study Major findings/conclusions

Desktop computers
Norris et al. (2003) Retailing and wholesaling were for the first

time considered in LCA modeling; factory
through mall phase was tested for the first
time

Production followed by factory through
mall were the phases that created
most impacts; E-commerce can make
huge difference in energy efficiency

Junnila (2008) IO LCA of energy-consuming products was
carried out at company level in Finland

User phase was found to dominate in
creating impacts due to the
operational energy

(Continued on next page )
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Table 2. (Continued)

Author Major contribution/focus of the study Major findings/conclusions

Teehan and
Kandlikar (2013)

Compared 11 ICT devices by assessing the
environmental impacts created by them, a
decade ago and now, using Process-Sum
LCA; a new primary data set for the
inventory and linear regression-based
models were explored in LCA

GHG emissions reduced by 50–60% in
new age products mainly due to the
proportional decrease in ICs and PCBs
in ICT products

Maga, Hiebel, and
Knermann
(2012)

LCA on desktop PC and thin client computing
(server-based computing in combination
with thin clients (SBCTC)) system in a work
place in Germany

Use phase was concluded to be the most
impact-creating phase due to
electricity consumption

Andrae (2014) Newly developed method called advanced
attributional LCA (AALCA) was performed
on office computing systems and smart
phones to assess the GWP; new concept of
global change mix factors (GCMF) was
used for the first time

AALCA method proved to be better than
the existing ALCA method

Malmodin et al.
(2010)

LCA on ICT to assess the operational
electricity usage and carbon footprint
relating to ICT in Sweden

Shared data transport networks & data
centers and manufacturing of
network infrastructure were assessed
for the first time

Daiyue et al. (2015) Introduced the concept of spatial–
environmental balance to describe a
region’s environmental balance based on
LCA studies of various products in that
region

Consideration of geographical factors
into the environmental assessment of
different ICT product categories

Mirabella et al.
(2013)

LCA of ICT product to evaluate two scenarios
in a public administration office in Italy

Traditional system creates more impacts
and transportation is the dominant
phase

Hishier (2015) LCA on ICT devices and compared the results
in three perspectives including individual,
family, and global sales; for the first time
have evaluated overall energy termed as
gray energy of an ICT product

Resulting impacts are mainly affected by
the assumptions made in the usage
phase; emphasize the relevance of
production phase in terms of energy
consumption

Qingbin Song et al.
(2012)

Compared the LCA results of LCD and CRT
screens of the PCs in Macau

Manufacturing and use phase clearly
dominate the impacts

Duan et al. (2009) LCA on a Chinese desktop PCs Manufacturing and use phase are the
dominant phases

Choi et al. (2004) Effectiveness of recycling waste PCs in Korea
was evaluated using LCA

Emphasized that premanufacturing is
dominant in creating impacts; ozone
depletion potential and eco-toxicity
has not been effectively reduced in
the disposal stage

Gay et al. (2005) Company-level analysis of selling Dell PCs;
compared the traditional and E-commerce
way of selling PCs

Distribution followed by packaging
creates impacts; e-commerce was
concluded to create lesser impacts

Hossain et al.
(2014)

Developed a conceptual framework called
Auto LCA and performed LCA on four
product categories including desktop
computers

Proved to be a simplified method
providing similar results when
compared with labor-intensive
current LCA methods

Masafumi Tekawa
(1997)

Product comparison between laptop PC and
desktop PC

Use and production stages need more
attention

Laptop computers
Deng et al. (2011) Economic balance hybrid-LCA with

uncertainty analysis was used to model
the life cycle impacts of a laptop computer

Manufacturing phase needs more
attention over operational phase in
terms of energy use and carbon
emissions

Streicher-Porte
et al. (2009)

Regional-level analysis was performed in
Columbia in which three computer supply
scenarios (local refurbishment, overseas
donations, purchase of low-cost
computers form Korea) to schools in
Columbia was evaluated

local refurbishment of second hand
computers was the most sustainable
solution

(Continued on next page )
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3.1.2. Computer displays under the umbrella of ICT devices

Table 2. (Continued)

Author Major contribution/focus of the study Major findings/conclusions

Lu et al. (2006) Regional-level analysis was carried out in
Taiwan to evaluate the environmental
impacts of recycling notebook computers

Recycling of some components actually
results in greater negative
environmental impacts

Satoshi Oikawa
(2005)

LCA on two notebook computers that were
manufactured 8 years apart

Service value, core hardware
specifications, CPU clock size were
compared for GWP

Stutz and
O’Connell
(2010)

Carbon footprint assessment of a DELL laptop
was carried out

Manufacturing phase needs more
attention

Table 3. Comparison of computer display-related LCA studies based on their major focus/contribu-
tion and conclusions/findings.

Author Major contribution/focus of the work Major findings/conclusions

Andreola (2005) LCA on a computer and TV with CRT
monitor; resource depletion is the
most relevant impact category

Recovered CRT can be used as a
secondary raw material in ceramic
glazes and reduces in environmental
impact

Fernanda Andreola et al.
(2006)

LCA study on recycling of EOL CRT glasses
into ceramic glazes

Environmental impacts especially carbon
emissions considerably reduced
when such recycled materials are
used instead of virgin materials

Williams (2004) LCA on a desktop with 1700 CRT monitor
using hybrid-LCA methodology

Extending the usable life span of the
product by reselling or upgrading
will only mitigate the energy and
environmental impacts created by
the product in its manufacturing and
disposal stage

Seungdo Kim (2001) Assessed the environmental performance
of a color computer monitor made in
Korea; normalization and weighing
was done for Korean values; LCI data
were also collected for the foreground
processes

Categorized the hot spots into
controllable (that can be improved by
the company and suppliers) and
uncontrollable (like raw material
extraction processes and usage
behavior of consumers)

Maria Leet Socolof
(1999)

Life cycle design tool to manage complex
LCI data and handle impact
calculations was developed and used
to assess the impacts of CRT and LCD
monitors

Chemical toxicity impact was given more
significance

Socolof et al. (2005) LCA on CRT and LCD desktop computer
displays

Energy usage in the production phase of
CRT glass creates most impacts

Noon et al. (2011) Only the EOL phase of the computer
monitors in the Seattle region of the
US was analyzed using LCA; expected
regional change in monitor disposals
between the year 2008 and 2010 were
studied

LCD monitor disposal had lower impacts
compared to CRT; two scenarios—
one in which credit was given for
avoidance of primary material
production and the other in which no
credit was given for the same criteria;
scenario one produced lesser impacts

Zhou and Schoenung
(2007)

Cradle-to-gate LCA was performed on
computer display

Integrated Industrial Ecology Function
Deployment (I2-EFD) was developed
to make material selection more
feasible
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3.1.3. Mobile phones under the umbrella of ICTs

Table 4. Comparison of mobile phone-related LCA studies based on their major focus/contribution
and conclusions/findings.

Author Major contribution/focus of the work Major findings/conclusions

Zink et al. (2014) Three types of reuse options (traditional
refurbishment, repurposing as car
parking meter with battery and
repurposing with solar power) for
mobile phones were studied and
compared

Repurposing as car parking meter with
battery was concluded as the most
environmentally friendly reuse option

Yu et al. (2010) LCA was used to analyze the manufacturing,
usage and disposal phases of mobile
phones produced in China

Manufacturing phase was concluded to
consume more energy and create
negative impacts

Park et al. (2005) New conceptual method was developed to
assess the environmental impacts based
on Delphi method and compared with
LCA technique

Raw material extraction was concluded to be
the most negatively influential life cycle
phase; developed method though not as
accurate as LCA is still better

Sibylle D. Frey
(2006)

To analyze the ecological footprint of three
mobile phones

Direct land use (DLU) has been assessed and
concluded to be the category that creates
significant environmental impacts

Faist Emmenegger
et al. (2004)

For the first time, LCA of UMTS (mobile
communication system) was done in
Switzerland and the results were
compared with the previous system GSM

UMTS was better at that point and time; short
life span of the mobile phones increases
the impacts created in the production
phase, electricity mix influences the
negative impacts, and the base station
contributes to impacts due to usage
behavior

Anders S. G. Andre
(2000)

A comparison between the environmental
impacts created by an old (BC 8) and a
new model (BC 10) of a private branch
exchange (PBX) system, namely, the MD
110 system was carried

Energy use in the use stage due to
combustion of fossil fuels & hardware (ICs
and PWBs) manufacturing stage were
confirmed as the most impact creating life
cycle phases

Taiariol et al. (1999) LCA was carried on the EOL phase of
telephone exchange equipment; primary
data were used from the site

Material components like copper, palladium,
aluminum created more impacts

Moberg et al.
(2014)

A comparison between five different
simplification approaches was carried
out

Input-output data were confirmed to be the
most feasible simplification method
especially when specific data are lacking

Scharnhorst et al.
(2006)

LCA was conducted on 2G and 3G mobile
phone networks; GSM and UMTS
networks were compared with emphasis
on EOL phase

Number of subscribers and total download
volume were considered to be the most
influencing parameters; recycling of
electronic scrap showed environmental
benefits and material recycling proved to
lower the environmental impacts in the
production phase by half

Wolfram
Scharnhorst
et al. (2005)

LCA on a 2G mobile phone with GSM
network primarily focusing on EOL phase

Use phase is dominant; production phase also
generates reasonable impacts due to the
manufacture of PWBs and EOL phase
creates more impacts on the eco-system
quality, heavy metals contribute to
negative impacts in the EOL stage and it is
also concluded that recycling of network
materials is very beneficial also rare metals
recovered result in reduced impacts on
human health

Hibbert and
Ogunseitan
(2014)

An experimental analysis of a set of cell
phones was done; dismantled into 4
parts namely batteries, circuit boards,
plastics and screens; emphasized on the
wrong implication of burning discarded
mobile phones to recover rare metals by
artisanal mining in the EOL phase

Copper in the PCB had the eco-toxicity
impact; incernation was confirmed to
contribute the most negative
environmental and human health impacts
in the EOL management

(Continued on next page )
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3.1.4. Electronic media under the umbrella of ICTs

Table 4. (Continued)

Author Major contribution/focus of the work Major findings/conclusions

Moraes et al. (2014) A regional-level LCA analysis was done to
assess the environmental implications of
two reverse logistics scenario of cell
phones in Brazil; two scenarios were
compared

Second scenario is more beneficial in terms of
reduction of acidification; photochemical
oxidation, eutrophication and the use of
nonrenewable energy; emphasized that
such arrangement in Brazil would certainly
provide job opportunities and increase
socioeconomic income

Yang et al. (2004) An LCA on mobile phone housing was
performed in China using primary data
from the company MOTOROLA;
emphasized on material flow analysis to
be used in selection of environmentally
friendly processes

Photochemical ozone formation is the most
relevant impact category and housing
decoration processes is the most impact
creating phase; electroplating technique
proved to be more environmentally
beneficial when compared to VDM owing
to the energy and raw material used

Table 5. Comparison of electronic media-related LCA studies based on their major focus/contribu-
tion and conclusions/findings.

Author Major contribution/focus of the work Major findings/conclusions

Vlad C. Coroama
(2014)

Comparison between electronic media
and newspapers; only GHG emission
was assessed

Production and consumption were determined
as dominant phases; electronic media may
not be a thoroughly beneficial option unless
its potential is sought out

Achachlouei and
Moberg (2015)

Compared the case of print and tablet
version of reading a magazine using
LCA

Use phase with eutrophication and metal
depletion as the most relevant impact
category

Moberg et al. (2010) A screening LCA to compare the
environmental impacts created by
printed and tablet newspaper

Production phase with ozone depletion as the
most relevant impact category

Scott Matthewsa and
Hendricksond
(2002)

Compared traditional and online
retailing of books in the US and
Japan using two types of LCA (EIO
LCA and conventional LCA); not
much of difference between the two
types of LCA employed; e-commerce
was found to be more beneficial
when no air freight is added and
courier service is used in times where
consumer had to commute to the
store to collect books using a
personal vehicle

Energy consumption was concluded as the
most relevant impact, air freight
transportation in the case of the US;
packaging, population density and number
of books per order in Japanese case were
the life cycle phases that generated most
impacts

Reichart and Hischier
(2002)

Evaluated and compared the
environmental impact of getting a
news through TV broadcast,
newspaper, and internet using LCA

Printed newspapers showed more negative
impacts when compared with online news
and TV broadcast owing to more impacts in
the manufacturing stage of pulp and paper

Tagami and Williams,
(2003)

Compared an online and conventional
retail book sector in Japan using LCA

Transportation in urban areas created more
impacts; energy efficiency in distribution
phase can be improved by reducing impacts
caused by packaging, loading trucks,
number of trips per delivery, and residential
energy consumption

Malmodin et al.
(2010)

Carried out a sector-level comparison
between ICT and the entertainment
& media sector

Considering the manufacture and operation
phase E & M sector projected more GHG
emissions by 2007 when compared to PCs

(Continued on next page )
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3.1.5. Television under the umbrella of ICT devices

Table 5. (Continued)

Author Major contribution/focus of the work Major findings/conclusions

Schien et al. (2013) Analyzed the usage phase of the online
multimedia services using LCA

Energy use by devices and 3 G network
influence the service footprint

Gard and Keoleian
(2003)

Used LCA to compare the energy
consumption related to digital and
traditional library concentration on
journal collections

Energy consumption is highly influenced by
number of readers per article, personal
transportation tends to dominate, laser
printing was found to be beneficial when
compared to online reading, networking
had less effects, and photocopying always
increased the impacts of energy
consumption

Borggren et al.
(2011)

A comparison between a book
purchased online and from a book
shop was analyzed using LCA

Apart from the paper and pulp production
phase which creates more impacts, other
attributes like e-commerce involved in
distributing these books; personal
transportation in buying these books from
store significantly influences the impacts of
traditional retailing

Finnveden (2011) A comparison between e-book reader
and a conventional book was done

Not able conclude as to which one is better as
the lifetime of the device, disposal of the
device, and EOL management options had a
lot of uncertainties and there was lack of
data as well

Hischier et al. (2014) Compared electronic media and print
media; two types of LCA were carried
out; one using desktop based LCI
data and the other using lab-based
LCI data after dismantling

How the LCA results vary significantly for the
same product category was highlighted; the
main attribute as determined by the
authors is the inventory used to conduct
LCA in both scenarios

Moberg et al. (2010) Screening consequential LCA on
electronic voicing in the year 2010 in
Sweden

E-invoicing cannot claim to be completely
environmentally beneficial over traditional
method, though seems like in cley she, as it
involved attributes like allocation, printing
not included in e-voices and how the e-
voice system was designed

Table 6. Comparison of television-related LCA studies based on their major focus/contribution and
conclusions/findings.

Author Major contribution/focus of the work Major findings/conclusions

Huulgaard et al.
(2013)

Performed a consequential LCA on TV;
GWP and RIP were the two impact
categories that were assessed

Other hot spots apart from energy
consumption in the use phase has to be
addressed in eco-design; production was
the most attention-seeking life cycle
phase

Feng and Ma
(2009)

Energy consumption and environmental
impacts of 10,000 color TVs produced
in China were evaluated using LCA

Manufacturing and production stage were
the most problem creating ones and air
emissions from the fossil fuel utilization
was the most relevant impact category

Lim and
Schoenung
(2010)

Evaluated the flat panel displays of four
product categories including LCD TV,
and plasma TV; pathway and impact
assessment model for heavy metal
content was developed

LCD displays were concluded to create less
environmental impacts when compared to
CRT display except for the ecological
toxicity category; new devices show
negative impacts in this category because
of the mercury in the LCD TVs and copper
in the plasma TV

(Continued on next page )
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3.2. E-Waste

Table 6. (Continued)

Author Major contribution/focus of the work Major findings/conclusions

Hischier and
Baudin (2010)

Detailed LCA study on plasma TV was
conducted for the first time; first time
comparison of LCD and CRT
technologies used in PDP TV was also
done

Production and use phase clearly dominate as
high impact phases; distribution phase
was irrelevant and EOL phase was
beneficial

Thomas et al.
(2011)

LCA on a 40-in LCD flat screen TV,
assessing the single impact category of
GWP

Emissions from the use stage was modeled in
this study and the significant source of
NF3 emissions was analyzed in this work

Song et al. (2012) Carried out LCA of the CRT monitors used
in TVs produced in China

Use phase clearly dominate due to electricity
consumption followed by manufacturing
of CRT and PCB components; incernation
influenced the negative impacts in the
EOL phase. Acidification and
eutrophication were concluded as the
most relevant impact categories in the use
phase

Rocchetti and
Beolchini (2014)

the EOL of CRT used in TVs was modeled
using LCA; fluorescent powder
treatment process was assessed;
yittrium recovered using this process
created less impacts in terms of Co2
emissions when compared to the
original production of yittrium metal

GWP was determined as the most relevant
impact category and material recovery
phase was found to influence the negative
impacts in the EOL phase

Hischier (2014) Conducted LCA study on field emission
display TV with three types of display
technologies currently available (LCD,
CRT, plasma)

Metal depletion and ODP were the most
relevant impact categories, and
production phase was determined to be
one that needs more attention; the FED TV
showed environmental advantages

Hochschorner et al.
(2015)

Region-based study on carbon footprint of
a movie viewed via internet in
alternative scenarios was evaluated
and compared in Sweden using LCA

Manufacturing and use stage due to
electricity consumption followed by the
distribution phase due to construction of
cables were the most negative impact
creating phases; P2P showed higher
impacts compared to the IPTV systems of
watching movies

Dodbiba et al.
(2008)

Different treatment option of the plastics
from old TV sets in its EOL phase was
evaluated using LCA

Mechanical recycling created most negative
impacts compared to energy recovery
option

Margaret Simonson
(2002)

A fire LCA was performed on TV sets with
V0 and HB material in Sweden; first if
its kind to compare TVs with and
without flame retardant plastics

Emissions from the entire life cycle of
nonflame retardant TV was higher
compared to flame retardant TV during
the time this study was conducted.

Table 7. Comparison of e-waste-related LCA studies based on their major focus/contribution and
conclusions/findings.

Author Major contribution/focus of the work Major findings/conclusions

Wager et al. (2011) Conducted LCA on the Swiss WEEE
collection and recovery system which
included collection, preprocessing, and
end-processing as well as of incineration
and landfilling; compared environmental
impacts WEEE scenario from 2004 to
2009 in Switzerland

More recycling and less incernation was
recommended by the authors in treatment
of plastics and adequate environmentally
friendly modeling for treatment of metals,
cables or CRT devices was also emphasized

(Continued on next page )
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3.3. Intermediate products/processes

Table 7. (Continued)

Author Major contribution/focus of the work Major findings/conclusions

Herrmann et al.
(2004)

Developed a material index The metals recovered by material recycling in
the EOL phase of electronic products were
assessed

Menikpura et al.
(2014)

GHG emission mitigation was specifically
targeted and assessed based on an excel
calculation sheet using LCA in Japan

Smelting process in the EOL processes as the
dominant one in creating impacts

Gamberini et al.
(2010)

Transportation involved in WEEE operations
was assessed using LCA; saturation of
vehicle capacity and the utilization of
vehicle working times were evaluated;
collection process in relation to
transportation has been analyzed for the
region of Italy

A comparison between GHG elision from virgin
materials and recycled materials was carried
out; recycled materials clearly reflected
reduced GHG emissions; different solution
were compared to derive the best one

Biganzoli et al.
(2015)

Region-based assessment was carried out in
Italy in the Lombordia region, where the
existing WEEE management system was
evaluated; primary data were used

ODP and human toxicity were the most
relevant impact categories; overall LCA
results proved to be environmentally
friendly; recovery of metals, plastic, and
glass gave benefits

Alston and Arnold
(2011)

The environmental impacts associated with
pyrolysis; an EOL treatment option for
plastics was carried using LCA; compared
with other options like material recycling
and incernation

Not able conclude as one of these methods as
“best”; however pyrolysis had the
advantage due to the oils and gases
released which can be used as fuels and
save resources without high impact on land
space and climate change

Bigum et al. (2012) Recovery of metals like aluminum, copper,
gold, iron, nickel, palladium, and silver
from high-grade WEEE using LCA
modeling

Operations involving pretreatment created less
impacts compared to metallurgy treatment
and also emphasized that metals recovered
in these EOL processes must be quantified
individually and not in bulk for better
results

Zhang et al. (2004) Developed a web-based decision support
system

Effective management of recycling, electronic
product disassembly, and materials recovery
was presented

Rubin et al. (2014) Two material recovery processes used in
EOL treatment of WEEE to treat PCB
scrap were evaluated and compared
using LCA

the process of aqua regia is environmentally
beneficial and AEP is the most relevant
impact

Niu et al. (2012) LCA was used to assess the treatment
options used to handle CRT display scrap
in WEEE management

Human health is the most affected category
and incernation process is the most impact
creating operation

Dodbiba (2007) Energy recovery and mechanical recycling;
two main EOL processes are compared
using LCA, and recovery is restricted to
recycling of plastics form discarded TV
sets in Japan

Mechanical recycling is a wiser option when
compared to incernation for energy
recovery and reduction of PVC will
considerably reduce environmental impacts
in the recovery process; GHG emissions was
the most relevant impact category

Table 8. Comparison of intermediate product/process-related LCA studies based on their major
focus/contribution and conclusions/findings.

Author Major contribution/focus of the work Major findings/conclusions

Vasan et al. (2014) Commercial- and military-grade DC–DC buck
converters were evaluated using hybrid LCA
and CF was calculated

Raw material stage created most impacts

(Continued on next page )
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Table 8. (Continued)

Author Major contribution/focus of the work Major findings/conclusions

Dahlben et al.
(2013)

Semiconductor device used in cell phones was
assessed using LCA

Gold refining processes and electricity
generation were concluded as the
dominant phase

Kang et al. (2013) Rechargeable lithium batteries in electronic
waste of cell phones were evaluated using
LCA; three battery types were also
compared

Li batteries are sources of metal pollutants
like Co, Cu, Ni, and Pb when disposed
by landfill; Human health, resource
depletion, and eco-toxicity were the
most relevant impact categories

Mayers et al. (2005) Printer recycling in the UK was carried out
using LCA; four management options and
nine impact categories were assessed

Not able to arrive at a conclusion as to
which one is best as the results depend
on the kind of material recovered and
the type of process used for it

Andræ et al. (2005) ICs and PCBs used in digital phones were
modeled and assessed using LCA for GHG
emissions; a LCI data collection model was
developed

Emphasized the significance of evaluating
intermediate products and processes in
the life cycle of electronic products

Lee and Park
(2001)

PCB-component of a hard disk drive was
assessed using LCA; understandable and
meaningful representation of LCA results
was developed in this work which met the
type 3 declaration

Production of copper-clad laminate
proved to be the most impact creating
process

Andrae et al. (2004) SIP switch product was evaluated using LCA
and hot spots were identified in the
manufacturing stage

Electricity consumption in spin coating
process; spin coating in manufacturing
process and copper consumption in
deposition process were determined as
the dominant phases; GWP and ADP
were reported as the most relevant
impact categories

Lankey and
McMichael,
(2000)

Primary and rechargeable batteries were
compared using hybrid LCA

Rechargeable batteries are better when
compared to primary batteries; GWP
and ODP were the most relevant
impact categories

Pascal De Langhe
(1998)

ADSL high-speed modem-telecom products
were assessed using LCA; a comparison
between the original and the newly
developed model with green design was
done

Newly developed one proved to be better,
use phase was the most dominant
phase and acidification was the most
relevant impact category

Weber (2012) Server was assessed using LCA; major
uncertainties and variability in PCF
accounting such as in use profile
characteristics, logistics calculations, and
electricity mix uncertainty were quantified

Emphasize on concentrating more on the
energy efficiency in the use phase

Andrae et al. (2007) Notion that “a typical lead free solder paste
Sn95.5Ag3.8Cu0.7 is worse than Sn63Pb37”
was tested using consequential LCA and
LIME weighing method for the first time

Resource consumption was the dominate
phase, and silver and tin production
phases also need attention

Sarah Boyd (2011) EIO-LCA of NAND Flash Memory was carried
out

GWP was the most relevant impact
category and production and use
phase were the dominant ones

Parsons (2006) Environmental impact of disposable and
rechargeable batteries used in consumer
electronic products were assessed in
Australia using LCA

Rechargeable batteries clearly show
environmental benefits

Liu et al. (2014) Paper-based printed circuit boards which are
the future was assessed using LCA; authors
created a P-PCB prototype and compared it
with O-PCB

P-PCB is 2 times environmentally
beneficial than O-PCB, especially when
a regional or global production level is
considered

Elduque et al.
(2014)

Domestic induction hob fixed on electronic
boards was assessed using LCA

ODP was the most relevant impact
category and is caused by Touch
Control PCBA, ELIN PCBA also
influences negative impacts, and EOL
treatment was the dominant phase

(Continued on next page )
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3.4. White goods

Table 8. (Continued)

Author Major contribution/focus of the work Major findings/conclusions

Andrae and
Andersen
(2011)

Integrated circuit packaging technologies, the
sub structures of electronic products was
evaluated using screening LCA, ball grid
array (BGA) and chip scale packaging (CSP)
are evaluated for the first time; a
comparison between BGA packages using
different types of metal-plated
monodispersed polymer particle (MPP) balls
and conventional balls is also carried out

The authors conclude stating that
environmental performance of BGA/
CSP can be improved by concentrating
on ball production, again in this study
only GHG emissions were studied

Ekvall and Andrae
(2005)

Lead-free solders were assessed using
attributional and consequential LCA, Sn–Pb
solder and a Pb-free were compared, and
the two LCAs were also compared

The authors conclude that this shift to
lead-free solders has led to reduced
emissions but increased GWP,
regarding the two LCAs used the
authors conclude that consequential
LCA still needs more readily available
marginal data and input data for
modeling

Iakovou et al.
(2009)

Framework was developed for effective EOL
management of electronic products and
ISDN network terminal was assessed as a
case study

Multicriteria matrix was used by the
authors to rank the material
components based on their
environmental and economic benefits,
which would help manufacturers take
decisions

Eun et al. (2009) Environment information system including
PDP, liquid crystal display, cathode ray tube,
and rechargeable batteries which are linked
to online LCA tool were used to develop a
hybrid LCI inventory; authors also compared
hybrid LCA with conventional LCA

Concluded that hybrid LCA is more
effective in particular for electronic
industry which imports raw materials
in large scale

Schneider et al.
(2008)

Prototype of an eco-mouse with ideal
ecological characteristics was developed by
the authors in this work and streamline LCA
was used to evaluate and compare the
original mouse and the developed proto
type

Eco-mouse proved to environmentally
beneficial; however, use phase was
reported to be the dominant phase by
the authors

Table 9. Comparison of white goods-related LCA studies based on their major focus/contribution
and conclusions/findings.

Author Major contribution/focus of the work Major findings/conclusions

Air conditioners
Shah et al. (2008) Residential heating and cooling systems

were evaluated and compared using
LCA between four regions in the US

AC was concluded to create high impact in
all damage categories

Yokota et al. (2003) GWP of ACs in Japan was studied by
integrating LCA and population balance
model (PBM)

Total GWP created between 1990 and 2010
was calculated; shorter life span of ACs
will reduce the GWP if recovery percent
is 50%

Yanagitani and
Kawahara
(2000)

Two ACs (HCFC22 being used for its
refrigerant and the other is with
HFC410A) in residential use were
compared

Replacing HCFC22 proved to reduce the
overall environmental impacts; EOL
management was reported as the
dominant phase and GWP the most
relevant category

(Continued on next page )
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Table 9. (Continued)

Author Major contribution/focus of the work Major findings/conclusions

Techato et al.
(2009)

Waste treatment of used ACs was evaluated
using LCA in Bangkok waste treatment
facility

These are small amounts, but when
calculated on a global level results in
huge damage

Grignon-Mass�e
et al. (2011)

A regional-level analyses in Europe, where
five different scenarios of ACs were
assessed using LCA

GWP and energy consumption was assessed
and usage phase was reported as the
dominant phase

Gheewala and
Nielsen (2003)

Centralized and individual AC systems were
evaluated and compared using LCA in
Thailand

With respect to environmental impact and
resource consumption, centralized
system was reported as more
environmentally beneficialRefrigerators

Xiao et al. (2015) LCA was performed for a direct-cooling
double-door household refrigerator in
China; hot spots were identified as usage
phase and resource consumption
including and natural gas in the
assembly phase

Among the multiple categories assessed, 11
are high in usage phase and 4 (ODP,
TETP, ADP-elements, and ADP-fossil) are
high in production phase

Monfared et al.
(2014)

LCA was performed on a magnetic
household refrigerator with permanent
magnets and a conventional vapor
compression refrigerator

Climate change and water depletion are
reported as the most relevant impact
categories; production and use are the
dominant phases; use phase due to
electricity mix involved shows high
impacts; magnetic refrigerator shows
more impacts due to the presence of
rare metals used

Tasaki et al. (2013) Hypothesis that replacing old gadgets with
new energy-efficient equipment
reduced impacts is tested using TVs,
refrigerators, and ACs

The authors have made an attempt to
develop an assessment approach where
the customer can understand the
environmental implication of changing
these products and take a decision; the
authors also report pertaining to the
case studies that only replacing TVs
created more impacts

Christopher Ciantar
(2000)

Manufacture and recovery of refrigerants
was evaluated using LCA

GWP was reported as the most relevant
impact category; hermetic compressor
were reported to contribute to most
impact categoriesWashing machines

Park et al. (2006) EOL phase of washing machines (WM) was
evaluated, comparison of four methods
was done, and economic variant was
also integrated with environmental
quotient

Recycling and eco-design were overall
emphasized by the authors to reduce
impacts; steel frame contributed to more
impacts in three methods and in eco-
efficiency method; transformer
influenced impact mostly; PCB was
component of major concern in all the
four methods in EOL

Graedel (1997) Reverse LCA was performed on the current
washing machines in order to design an
“ideal green product”

After reviewing possibilities, suggestions for
clean clothing is provided by the authors

Ardente and
Mathieux (2014)

LCA is used to compare two energy-using
products under two scenarios one with
normal lifetime and the other with
extended lifetime; a general and
specified index is developed

When lifetime is extended, the impacts
were reported to reduce but with certain
limitations like the type of impact
category selected, amount of repair, and
the efficiency of the replaced product

Cullen and Allwood
(2009)

LCA is carried on clothing, WM and
detergents individually, and
cumulatively LCA of WM is done; the
reason being to demonstrate “inverse
WM effect”

Double counting of the use phase impact
occurs, and the authors also state that
transportation plays a significant role in
contributing to impacts
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3.5. Domestic appliances

Table 10. Comparison of domestic appliances-related LCA studies based on their major focus/con-
tribution and conclusions/findings.

Author Major contribution/focus of the work Major findings/conclusions

Ryen et al. (2015) Consumption-based LCA was used to
model and assess the CEPs owned by
an average US household for a period
of 15 years

CED and GHG emissions were the two
impacts categories studied; use phase was
reported as dominant phase

Guti�errez et al.
(2009)

New approach to handle relatively huge
data sets in LCA was proposed; the
domestic appliances were categorized
into four categories; data sets were
handled using the developed approach
and LCA was carried out on EOL phase
of the domestic appliances

Principal component analysis and
multidimensional scaling were reported to
efficient in handling huge data sets; fossil
fuel depletion was reported as the most
relevant impact category

Guti�errez et al.
(2010)

Nine domestic appliances were evaluated
and compared by integrating MDS
(multidimensional scaling) technique
in the interpretation stage of LCA

WM and fridge were reported to create most
impacts, again only EOL phase was
considered, minerals impact category,
acidification, respiratory organics, and
eco-toxicity were the most relevant
categories

Barba-Guti�errez
et al. (2008)

Data envelope analysis (DEA) was carried
out based on LCA to calculate,
compare, and position a bunch of
domestic appliances based on the
environmental impacts created by
them

Cell phones were reported to be the most
environmentally beneficial; fridge,
computer, and WM contribute to negative
impacts in that order

Barba-Guti�errez
et al. (2008)

LCA was applied to EOL phase of a group
of domestic appliances to find out the
threshold beyond which collection of
WEEE is harmful and the
environmental implication due to the
WEEE regulations in Europe was also
highlighted

Fossils fuels, respiratory inorganic (winter
smog), acidification, eutrophication, and
radiation were reported as the most
relevant impact categories; transportation
of WEEE to EOL processes was reported to
create maximum impacts

Nakano et al.
(2006)

GWP caused by home appliances recycling
in Japan for the period 2001 to 2010
using LCA

EOL analysis shows reduction in GHG
emissions after recycling policies are
established

Caro et al. (2015) Country-level consumption behavior in
Luxemburg, Italy, has been evaluated
using IPCC approach and hybrid LCA
modeling; the two approaches were
also compared by the authors

It is reported that the country has generated
28,700 Gg CO2e/year for the time period
1995 to 2009, compared to the IPCC
inventory IO-based framework showed
higher emissions; was concluded that
hybrids IO method is more advantageous
than IPCC approach

Miller et al. (2005) Air discharges from purchase of
household appliances in the US has
been evaluated using EIO LCA

A hypothetical 10,000 US dollar purchase of
CEPs results in extremely toxic emissions
in their use phase into air which are of
potential risk to both consumers and
nonconsumers alike

Nakamuraa and
Kondo (2004)

Waste input-output model was developed
based on hybrid LCA to evaluate the
alternate life cycle strategies of
domestic appliances; options like
recycling according to law, DfES,
extension of product life (EPL), Dfd,
and treatments like shredding and
landfilling were all evaluated

Recycling was reported to reduce Carbon
emissions, depletion of abiotic resources,
generation of waste, and landfill
consumption, provided the rate of
retrieval is high; the authors also stated
that hybrid LCA was very more easy and
effective to model the process compared
to the conventional LCA

Alessandra papetti
(2014)

Innovations categories are defined for
white goods and the environmental
impacts are evaluated using LCA

Use phase was reported to be the dominant
one, and Oven with nonstick paint was
reported to show 15% less energy
consumption in this work
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3.6. Low-profile electronic products

4. Systematic literature review

The narrative review above summarized the various ELCA studies published under
a wide range of product categories and presented some important findings/major
conclusions drawn by various authors. Moving on to the second objective of this
work, a systematic review is conducted using standard bibliometric techniques.
More specific objectives apart from the ones mentioned in Section 2 are listed as
follows:

1. Understand the publication trend in this field of research.
2. Identify the leading journals which publish related work.
3. Explore the research methodologies (RMs) employed until now in order to

provide recommendation for future methods and frameworks.
4. Analyze and categorize the overall goal of ELCA employed within different

studies and how effectively it has been utilized as a DMT.

4.1. Review methodology

The standard bibliometric techniques followed up-to-date by many authors in
management field such as distribution of publications, geographical distribution of
authors, top journals that have published related work, and RMs used are followed
here as well. In order to conduct this systematic review, we used SCOPUS “the
largest data-base of peer-reviewed literature.” With information so much exces-
sively available and research becoming more and more global, critical research out-
put with smart tools to track and analyze them is the key toward achieving holistic

Table 11. Comparison of LCA studies of low-profile electronic products based on their major focus/
contribution and conclusions/findings.

Author Major contribution/focus of the work Major findings/conclusions

Yung et al. (2011) LCA of remote sensor was modeled and
eco-design suggestions

Manufacturing was reported as the most
dominant phase; the original product and
the newly altered product with eco-design
strategies were evaluated again using LCA
and altered product proved to be
environmentally more beneficial

Yung et al. (2008) LCA of two personal electronic products,
namely, heart rate monitor and
weather station, was carried out

Raw materials extraction was reported to be
the most dominant phase

Mu~noz et al. (2008) LCA of a teddy bear consisting of E& E
parts was carried out

Use phase due to battery production was the
dominant one

Yung et al. (2012) Eco-redesign of a heart monitoring sensor
was carried out based on LCA, and the
new design was compared with the
original one

Material extraction was reported as the
dominant phase; the new design was
reported to create lesser impacts

Park et al. (2007) Digital camera was assessed using a
developed eco-efficiency method
based on LCA

Eco-efficiency of cameras with rechargeable
batteries is higher the ones with alkaline
batteries
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results. Scopus provides all these facilities and allows deeper analysis from a wide
range of literature.

The combination of keywords used to identify the relevant body of work is listed
below:

� [Environmental life cycle assessment] AND [Electronic products]
� [Environmental impact assessment] AND [Electronic products] AND
[Sustainable]

� [Environmental life cycle assessment] AND [Electronic equipment’s]
� [Sustainability] AND [Electronic products]
� [Life cycle assessment] AND [Electronic products]
� [Environmental life cycle assessment] AND [Television]
� [Environmental life cycle assessment] AND [Desktops]
� [Environmental life cycle assessment] AND [Notebooks]
� [Environmental life cycle assessment] AND [Laptops]
� [Environmental life cycle assessment] AND [Computers]
� [Environmental life cycle assessment] AND [ICT]
� [Environmental life cycle assessment] AND [Integrated desktops]
� [Environmental life cycle assessment] AND [Mobile phones]
� [Environmental life cycle assessment] AND [Tablets]
� [Environmental life cycle assessment] AND [Refrigerators]
� [Environmental life cycle assessment] AND [Washing machines]
� [Environmental life cycle assessment] AND [home appliances]
� [Environmental life cycle assessment] AND [AC]
� [Environmental life cycle assessment] AND [Telecommunications]
This investigation helped us identify 1,186 research articles published in various

journals related to ELCA and electronic products. We did not wish to restrict the
scope of this review within any time frame; however, the search results revealed only
articles from the year 1995 through 2015. Only peer-reviewed journal publications
were included in this review; conference papers, conference reviews, book chapters,
general reviews, dissertations, reports, and other sort of unpublished work were
excluded in order to facilitate a more focused review. Also journals are believed to be
the most common forum where new findings are published (Ngai, Moon, Riggins, &
Yi, 2008). In order to do the bibliometric analysis, the huge literature collection
downloaded as a result of combination of keywords search were further refined. The
initial search results (Table 12) were distilled, the author reviewed the abstracts of
the articles, and the overlapping studies and irrelevant articles were removed and
finally a database of 134 articles was constructed. Further each article in this database
was carefully read by the author to avoid errors and ensure accuracy in the classifica-
tions made, results presented, and future recommendations stated. For this, the
author created a spreadsheet to record the basic information of the article like title,
authors, region, Journal name, and year of publication as well as LCA-related col-
umns like most relevant impact categories, LCIA methods used, types of LCA
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involved, most dominant life cycle phases, etc. (Appendix A, found in online supple-
mental information).

4.1.1. Classification methods
Two kinds of classification frameworks were employed in this review. In the
first framework the articles were classified based on six dimensions. The dimen-
sions identified provide a comprehensive analysis of the reviewed articles and
also help in achieving objectives 1 & 2 listed in the beginning of this section
(Taticchi et al., 2014). Wu et al. (2014) had classified SLCA studies using a
framework. The authors of this work have made a few modifications according
to the requirement of this review conducted within ELCA studies and used it as
the second framework (Fig. 1). The modifications made in our framework are
highlighted as follows:

� Addition of categories like Research Purpose, LCIA methods used, and Sys-
tem boundaries involved within the overview of studies.

� Within the subcategory of Comparative Purpose, studies are classified based
on product and functional comparison.

� Within the subcategory of Types of approach, modeling, methods, and case
study categorization are included.

� Within the subcategory of Data Collection methods, secondary and primary
data classification is carried out and within each of those categories, new clas-
sifications like Disassembly, Patents, and Archival are included.

� Finally within the subcategory of regional, sector, company, country level,
and case analysis are the classifications done.

Table 12. Initial search results.

Keywords Initial search results Refined results

ELCA & Electronic products 112 46
Environmental impact assessment & Electronic products 12 1
Sustainability & Electronic products 87 2
ELCA & Electronic equipment’s 86 4
LCA & Electronic products 138 6
ELCA & TV 40 13
ELCA & desktops 18 3
ELCA & notebooks 4 1
ELCA & laptops 16 6
ELCA & computers 472 8
ELCA & ICT 32 8
ELCA & integrated desktops 3 0
ELCA & Mobile phones 23 12
ELCA & Tablets 8 1
ELCA & Refrigerators 23 6
ELCA & Washing Machine 17 3
ELCA & Home Appliances 14 4
ELCA & AC 14 5
ELCA & CEP 25 1
ELCA & Telecommunications 42 4
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Overall, our framework was designed based on 24 criteria which were used to
classify the overview of all the ELCA studies (Objectives 3 and 4) included in this
review (product categories were excluded, as they are already presented under nar-
rative review).

4.2. Descriptive statistics

In this section first the distribution of articles based on journals, year of publica-
tion, and geographical location are presented. Further to which classification of
RMs used, data levels and data collection methods are also presented in figures. In
the case of RMs used, some studies might have used more than one type of
approaches, for instance, modeling & case studies. Results are presented in total
numbers and percentages in some cases.

4.2.1. Analysis of publication data (first framework)
Figure 2 presents the time distribution of publications which clearly shows an
exponential rise in the number of journal publication in this research area indicat-
ing a growing trend. 97 articles (72.38%) were published in the last 10 years.

Table 13 lists the most prolific authors who have been more productive in terms
of giving publications in the studied time period in this area of research. Asa
Moberg and Roland Hischier lead the list with 10 and 9 publications, respectively,

Figure 1. Framework used for classifying research methodologies (RMs).
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followed by Anders S. G, who has given 8 publications. All these mentioned
authors are not necessarily the first authors of the work.

Table 14 presents the Top 13 journals which have published articles related to this
review. Only journals with more than three related journals are included in the list.
Int J Life Cycle Assess tops the list with 31 (23.1%) publications followed by Journal
of Cleaner Production and Journal of Industrial Ecology with 14 publications each.

Table 15 lists the top 5 countries that have researched in this area. We further
categorized these countries as developed and emerging on the basis of their econo-
mies and presented in Fig. 3. Classification reflected that most of the research
(71.6%) was carried out in developed countries like the US and the countries in
Europe and very less work in (28.3%) in emerging economies among which, schol-
ars in Japan have made most contribution with 18 (47.3%) publications.

Figure 2. Distribution of articles by year of publication.

Table 13. Author influence.

Authors Publications

Asa Moberg 10
Roland Hischier 9
Anders S. G 8
Eric Williams 6
Winco K. C. Yung 3
Pil-Ju Park 3
Ester Guti�errez 2
Fernanda Andreola 2
Jonathan G. Overly 2
Y. Barba-Guti�errez 2
Wolfram Scharnhorst 2
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Table 16 lists the top five institutions which have contributed in areas related to
this review work. Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden, tops the list with 11 pub-
lications followed by University of California with 6 publications. Greater contri-
butions have come from Europe followed by the US clearly indicating lack of
research interests and articles in developing countries like China, Japan, Hong
Kong, India, and other Asian countries in this area of research. Also we realized an
interesting fact when we categorized the contribution of organizations in Fig. 4,
almost 108 papers (81%) were written by authors associated with universities and
only 26 papers (19%) were from nonacademic backgrounds which includes indus-
try, laboratories, recycling centers, and other kinds of research centers.

Table 14. Ranking of Journals based on number of publications.

Journals Publications

Int J Life Cycle Assess 31
Journal of Cleaner Production 14
Journal of Industrial Ecology 14
IEEE 8
Environ. Sci. Technol 7
Resources, Conservation and Recycling 6
Journal of Environmental Management 4
Science of the Total Environment 4
Energy Policy 3
Environmental Impact Assessment Review 3
Journal of Hazardous Materials 3
Waste Management 3
Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing 3

Table 15. Geography of authors.

Top five countries Publications

USA 27
Sweden 19
Japan 18
Switzerland 11
Italy 10

Figure 3. Types of economies.
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Figure 5 lists the product categories classified in this work. With no surprise,
ICT devices clearly dominate the list with 71 (52.9%) which is more than half the
number of publications analyzed in this work, followed by intermediate process
with 21 papers. The intermediate processes also involve subproducts and processes
of ICT devices only predominantly. Only 5 (0.03%) papers related to low-profile/
personal electronic products were published.

Figure 6 presents the classification of ICT devices. From this figure, we can see
that desktops and notebooks top the list with 29 publications (40.8%) followed by
mobile phones with 16 publications. Online media and Television also had a rea-
sonable share with 14 and 12 publications, respectively.

4.3. Analysis of research methodologies (second framework)

Based on the classification framework presented in Fig. 1, the papers identified
were classified in different dimensions.

4.3.1. Different LCA methods
To begin with the different LCA methods that have been used in the papers
included in this work are classified and presented in Fig. 7. Full or detailed LCA
strictly following ISO 1404X standards topped the list and was used in 103 articles
(76.8%). Hybrid LCA, a combination of conventional process-based LCA (P-LCA)
and Economic Input Output LCA (EIO-LCA), is gaining more attention and
developing in recent times. This approach was used in nine publications.

Table 16. Top 5 contributing Universities.

Top five Institutes Publications

Royal Institute of Technology 11
University of California 6
Chalmers University of Technology 4
National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology 4
The University of Tokyo 4

Figure 4. Contribution of organization.
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Consumption-based LCA was conducted on domestic appliances using this
hybrid approach to calculate product energy consumption and impacts, A US
household for a 15-year period was taken into account for LCA modeling in this
work (Ryen et al., 2015). This approach is mainly used in domestic appliances and
intermediate processes and was used only once to assess desktop computer with
170 CRT monitor (Williams, 2004).

Figure 5. Range of electronic products studied.

Figure 6. ICT devices.
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EIO LCA was used in seven papers and the Screening LCA which is conducted
to get quick results was used in six papers. Two interesting approaches that we
identified was the auto LCA and Fire LCA.

Auto LCA was used to develop a conceptual framework using clustering and
classification and the authors also provided suggestions for sustainable design, and
the developed framework was used to conduct case studies using PCB, desktop
computers and two kinds of printers, carbon footprint (CF) was assessed. The %
reduction of CF before and after using this framework was also compared; the sus-
tainable design incorporated showed reduction in CF. Auto LCA employed proved
to reduce efforts taken in assessing the environmental impacts of products based
product BOMs which is the conventional route (Hossain et al., 2014).

The fire LCA model described was first of its kind implemented on a TV to com-
pare high- and low-level fire safety based on the flame retardant plastics used in the
TV (Margaret Simonson, 2002). Reverse LCA (R-LCA) was conducted on WM to
calculate environmental impacts and hot spots identification, the authors claim that
this approach has the potential to create an ideal green product (Graedel, 1997).

Figure 7. Types of LCA used. Hybrid LCA: Caro et al. (2015), Deng et al. (2011), Eun et al. (2009),
Lankey and McMichael (2000), Moberg et al. (2014), Nakamuraa and Kondo (2004), Ryen et al.
(2015), Vasan et al. (2014), Williams (2004); Economic input-output LCA: Gay et al. (2005), Norris
et al. (2003), Scott Matthewsa et al. (2002), Junnila (2008), Miller et al. (2005), Sarah Boyd and
Dornfeld (2011), Teehan and Kandlikar (2013); Screening LCA: Andrae and Andersen (2011), Borgg-
ren et al. (2011), Finnveden (2011), Hochschorner et al. (2015), Moberg et al. (2010), Moberg et al.
(2010); Consequential LCA: Andrae et al. (2007), Ekvall and Andrae (2005), Huulgaard et al. (2013);
AALCA: Andrae (2014); streamlined LCA: Schneider et al. (2008); Reverse LCA (R-LCA): Graedel
(1997); Auto LCA: Hossain et al. (2014); simplified LCA: Hur et al. (2005). Note: The papers under
each category for Figs. 7–14, 17, and 18 are mentioned below the corresponding figures using the
matching reference citations. The categories with less than 30 papers only are mentioned consider-
ing space. The references are also marked in the Section 3, where these papers are originally cited
Tables 2–11 in order to establish a link.
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A simplified LCA was developed by the authors and evaluated using cell phones
and vacuum cleaners to identify hotspots in the entire life cycle. The usefulness of
the developed method was also compared with the conventional method of eco-
design (Hur et al., 2005).

Figure 8. System boundaries. Cradle to grave: Achachlouei and Moberg (2015), Alessandra Papetti
and Mandolini, (2014), Anders et al. (2004), Anders et al. (2000), Andreola (2005), Ardente and
Mathieux (2014), Barba-Guti�errez et al. (2008), Borggren et al. (2011), Caro et al. (2015), Choi et al.
(2004), Cullen and Allwood (2009), Daiyue et al. (2015), Duan et al. (2009), Ekvall and Andrae
(2005), Elduque et al. (2014), Faist Emmenegger et al. (2004), Feng and Ma (2009), Finnveden
(2011), Gheewala and Nielsen (2003), Graedel (1997), Grignon-Mass�e et al. (2011), Hischier and
Hischier (2003), Hischier, 2014 (2015), Hischier, et al. (2014), Hischier and Baudin (2010), Hossain
et al. (2014), Hur et al. (2005), Huulgaard et al. (2013), Iakovou et al. (2009), Junnila (2008), Yanagi-
tani and Kawahara (2000), Yokota et al. (2003), Maga et al. (2012), Malmodin et al. (2010), Margaret
Simonson and Stripple (2002), Socolof et al. (1999), Masafumi Tekawa and Inaba (1997), Lankey and
McMichael (2000), Mirabella et al. (2013), Moberg et al. (2010), Mu~noz et al. (2008), Nakamuraa and
Kondo (2004), Park et al. (2006), Parsons (2006), Pascal De Langhe and Ceuterick (1998), Sarah Boyd
and Dornfeld (2011), Satoshi Oikawa and Kensuke (2005), Kim et al. (2001), Schneider et al. (2008),
Frey et al. (2006), Socolof et al. (2005), Song et al. (2012), Song et al. (2012), Streicher-Porte et al.
(2009), Stutz and O’Connell (2010);Tasaki et al. (2013), Coroama et al. (2014), Vasan et al. (2014),
Weber (2012), Xiao et al. (2015), Yang et al. (2004), Yu et al. (2010), Yung et al., 2011, 2008 (2012).
Gate to grave: Alston and Arnold (2011), Andreola et al. (2006), Barba-Guti�errez et al. (2008), Biga-
nzoli et al. (2015), Bigum et al. (2012), Mayers et al. (2005), Dodbiba et al. (2008), Guti�errez et al.
(2009), Dodbiba et al. (2007), Gamberini et al. (2010), Guti�errez et al. (2010), Hibbert and Ogunsei-
tan (2014), Huisman et al. (2002), Lim and Schoenung (2010), Menikpura et al. (2014), Moraes et al.
(2014), Nakano et al. (2006), Niu et al. (2012), Noon et al. (2011), Park et al. (2006), Rocchetti and
Beolchini (2014), Rubin et al. (2014), Techato et al. (2009), Wager et al. (2011), Zhang et al. (2004),
Zink et al. (2014). Cradle to gate: Andrae (2014), Andrae and Andersen (2011), Andræ et al. (2005),
Andrae et al. (2007), Andrae et al. (2004), Dahlben et al. (2013), Eun et al. (2009), Taiariol et al.
(1999), Gay et al. (2005), Norris et al. (2003), Gard and Keoleian (2003), Lee and Park (2001), Liu
et al. (2014), Miller et al. (2005), Moberg et al. (2014, 2010), Monfared et al. (2014), Park et al.
(2007), Ryen et al. (2015), Scharnhorst et al. (2005), Scharnhorst et al. (2006), Shah et al. (2008),
Tagami and Williams (2003), Teehan and Kandlikar (2013), Thomas et al. (2011), Williams (2004),
Zhou and Schoenung (2007). Gate to gate: Christopher Ciantar (2000), Hochschorner et al. (2015),
Kang et al. (2013), Lu et al. (2006), Malmodin et al. (2014), Schien et al. (2013); Multiple: Herrmann
et al. (2004).
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4.3.2. System boundaries
The classification results based on System boundaries is presented in Fig. 8.
Most of the LCAs conducted (69 publications) have used cradle-to-grave assess-
ment (considering all the life cycle stages). Cradle-to-gate and Gate-to-grave
assessments have been carried out almost in equal number of publications (27
and 30 publications each). Gate-to-grave assessments mainly include EOL pro-
cesses in the published articles. Multiple, meaning a cradle to gate (material
extraction phase) and gate to grave (material recovery phase), assessments have
been carried out within the EOL processes in one of the published works (Herr-
mann, 2004).

4.3.3. Data collection methods
With regard to data used (Fig. 9), to no surprise secondary data have been widely used
by authors to perform LCA (93 publications, around 70% of the reviewed papers) and
only 6 publications have used primary data. The few publications which have used
primary data do not include any influential ICT device. Inventory collection from
telephone exchange (Taiariol et al., 1999), Italian public administration office
(Mirabella et al., 2013), LCA conducted on SIP switch product, WM, refrigerators,

  

 

Primary  
Data used 

Both

Secondary

Figure 9. Data used. Primary data: Andrae et al. (2004), Taiariol et al. (1999), Menikpura et al. (2014),
Mirabella et al. (2013), Park et al. (2006), Xiao et al. (2015); Both: Alston and Arnold (2011), Anders
et al. (2000), Biganzoli et al. (2015), Borggren et al. (2011), Choi et al. (2004), Deng et al. (2011),
Duan et al. (2009), Faist Emmenegger et al. (2004), Finnveden (2011), Gay et al. (2005), Hibbert and
Ogunseitan (2014), Huulgaard et al. (2013), Kang et al. (2013), Yanagitani and Kawahara (2000),
Yokota et al. (2003), Lee and Park (2001), Liu et al. (2014), Malmodin et al. (2014), Margaret Simon-
son and Stripple (2002), Moraes et al. (2014), Mu~noz et al. (2008), Park et al. (2007), Pascal De
Langhe and Ceuterick (1998), Schien et al. (2013), Kim et al. (2001), Socolof et al. (2005), Song et al.
(2012, 2012), Stutz and O’Connell (2010), Teehan and Kandlikar (2013), Weber (2012), Yang et al.
(2004), and Yung et al. (2011, 2008, 2012).
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and WEEE (recycling) have used primary data for LCA modeling. Further the data
collection methods employed by the authors for LCI were also analyzed and classified.

The data sources are presented for primary and secondary data separately in
Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. Disassembly and Survey dominate the list in primary
data sources with 14 publications each, authors have used these data sources to pri-
marily conduct LCA of ICT devices (23 publications) followed by low-profile prod-
ucts, intermediate processes, and white goods (18 publications). Databases which
come with the software toolkit like Eco Invent dominate the list of secondary data
sources(71 papers) followed by published literature (48 papers). Archival data in
the form of publicly available records or reports or government year book statistics
were also used in 38 publications.

4.3.4. Data-analysis level
Further the data levels are also analyzed for the publications reviewed in this work,
based on which the results are presented in Fig. 12.

Case analysis dominated the list with 77 papers, of which multiple products and
processes were analyzed in 63 studies and unit process-level analysis, meaning one

Figure 10. Primary data sources. Disassembly: Alston and Arnold (2011), Anders et al. (2000),
Andrae et al. (2004), Deng et al. (2011), Taiariol et al. (1999), Hibbert and Ogunseitan (2014), Huul-
gaard et al. (2013), Kang et al. (2013), Moraes et al. (2014), Mu~noz et al. (2008), Pascal De Langhe
and Ceuterick (1998), Song et al. (2012), Stutz and O’Connell (2010), Teehan and Kandlikar (2013),
Weber (2012), Survey: Choi et al. (2004), Duan et al. (2009), Faist Emmenegger et al. (2004), Gay
et al. (2005), Lee and Park (2001), Margaret Simonson and Stripple (2002), Park et al. (2006); Site
specific: Anders et al. (2000), Yanagitani and Kawahara (2000), Liu et al. (2014), Park et al. (2007),
Kim et al. (2001), Socolof et al. (2005), Song et al. (2012), Xiao et al. (2015), Yung et al. (2012); Manu-
facturer/company: Menikpura et al. (2014), Schien et al. (2013), Malmodin et al. (2014), Borggren
et al. (2011), Finnveden (2011), Biganzoli et al. (2015), Yang et al. (2004); Interview: Yokota et al.
(2003), Mirabella et al. (2013), and Yung et al. (2008, 2011).
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single phase like EOL, production or manufacturing, or use of products was
assessed in 14 publications. In one of the studies in this category, a multivariate
data analysis method was followed to reduce the difficulties in handling a complex
data set; the authors had used principal component analysis and multidimensional
scaling to address this issue and the product category analyzed was domestic appli-
ances using secondary data for EOL phase only (Guti�errez et al., 2010).

Country-level analysis was carried out for various products in 42 papers. Japan
topped the list of countries; however most of the publication were very old and the
most recent publication was in 2013 (Tasaki et al., 2013). The next country in the
list was the US with more recent five publications.

Company-level analysis was carried in eight papers, the companies include
Motorola, Fujitsu, DELL, and Philips to name a few and all this analysis was car-
ried out on ICT devices. Regional-level analysis covering few regions in the US,
China, the UK, and Italy was also done in five papers. Sector-level analysis which

Figure 11. Secondary data sources. Archival: Anders et al. (2000), Andræ et al. (2005), Andreola
(2005), Andreola et al. (2006), Barba-Guti�errez et al., (2008), Mayers et al. (2005), Choi et al. (2004),
Duan et al. (2009), Guti�errez et al. (2009), Faist Emmenegger et al. (2004), Gay et al. (2005), Norris
et al. (2003), Guti�errez et al. (2010), Scott Matthewsa et al. (2002), Hischier and Hischier (2003), Mal-
modin et al. (2010), Lankey and McMichael (2000), Miller et al. (2005), Moberg et al. (2010), Mu~noz
et al. (2008), Park et al. (2006), Ryen et al. (2015), Kim et al. (2001), Frey et al. (2006), Tagami and
Williams (2003), Tasaki et al. (2013), Coroama et al. (2014), Williams (2004), Yu et al. (2010), Statis-
tics: Caro et al. (2015), Daiyue et al. (2015), Nakano et al. (2006); Patents: Hischier (2014), Margaret
Simonson and Stripple (2002), and Sarah Boyd and Dornfeld (2011).
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included electronic computer sector (Norris et al., 2003), E & M sector (Malmodin
et al., 2010) and ICT devises in tourism sector (Malmodin, Lund�en, Moberg,
Andersson, & Nilsson, 2014) was carried out in 3 publications.

4.3.5. Different LCIA methods used
In some papers, the LCIA methods employed and software packages used are not
clearly reported by the authors. Figure 13 presents the different LCIA methods
used in the studies. Eco-indicator was the most used (28 papers), followed by CML
method. Multiple assessment methods were used in eight publications. Recipe
method which is gaining more significance recently has been used only in six stud-
ies (all of which were published in 2014 & 2015). Interestingly the author who has
most used Recipe method is Roland Hischier, who is one the prolific authors in the
research area studied here. IPCC has been used in papers where single category
like CF was assessed and excel-based methodology based on LCA guidelines was
also employed in one of the publications (Maga et al., 2012) to compare two ICT

Figure 12. Data analysis level. Case analysis (Unit process level): Alston and Arnold (2011), Andræ
et al. (2005), Andrae et al. (2004), Andreola et al. (2006), Bigum et al. (2012), Deng et al. (2011),
Dodbiba et al. (2008), Dodbiba et al. (2007), Park et al. (2006), Rocchetti and Beolchini (2014), Rubin
et al. (2014), Williams (2004), Zhang et al. (2004), Zink et al. (2014). Country level: China: Duan et al.
(2009), Niu et al. (2012), Song et al. (2012), Xiao et al. (2015), Yu et al. (2010); Switzerland: Faist
Emmenegger et al. (2004), Moberg et al. (2010), Scharnhorst et al. (2005, 2006), Wager et al. (2011);
USA: Scott Matthewsa et al. (2002), Noon et al. (2011), Ryen et al. (2015); Company level: Gay et al.
(2005), Huisman et al. (2002), Junnila (2008), Satoshi Oikawa and Kensuke (2005), Schien et al.
(2013), Weber (2012), Yang et al. (2004); Regional level: Barba-Guti�errez et al. (2008), Mayers et al.
(2005), Daiyue et al. (2015), Miller et al. (2005), Shah et al. (2008); Sector level: Norris et al. (2003),
Malmodin et al. (2010), and Mirabella et al. (2013).
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solutions, desktops, and thin client computing in Germany; however, only GWP
was assessed in this work.

4.3.5.1. Impact categories assessed. Figure 14 presents the impact categories
assessed in the papers considered for this review. Single impact category was assessed
in 22 studies, GWP was the most assessed single indicator except one study in which
direct land use (DLU) was assessed (Sibylle D. Frey, 2006). A couple of impact catego-
ries were assessed in 13 publications, most commonly used indicators were GWP and
CED. Multiple environmental impact categories were assessed in 99 papers.

Further among the multiple categories assessed, the most relevant impact cate-
gory which created significant negative impacts were also classified. The classifica-
tion results are presented in Table 17. Since different LCIA methods are used in
different papers, the results reported by the authors are categorized according to
the midpoint and end point indicators. GWP tops the list with 30 papers followed
by CED in 12 papers. Direct Land Use has been assessed and reported only in three
papers. Categories which have been assessed in three or more publications are only
listed here. Within end point indicators, damage to ecosystem quality and human
health has been equally done (25 and 23 papers, respectively).

4.3.5.2. Life cycle stage that needs attention. Among the various life cycle phases
studied in a product life cycle, a few phases only create more environmental
impacts, and such phases need attention in order to mitigate the impacts created.

Figure 13. Different LCIA methods used. CML: Liu et al. (2014), Moberg et al. (2010), Mu~noz et al.
(2008), Pascal De Langhe and Ceuterick (1998), Rocchetti and Beolchini (2014), Kim et al. (2001),
Schneider et al. (2008), Xiao et al. (2015), Zink et al. (2014); Multiple: Alston and Arnold (2011),
Hischier and Hischier (2003), Kang et al. (2013), Lee and Park (2001), Moberg et al. (2014), Moberg
et al. (2010); Recipe: Hischier, 2014 (2015), Hischier et al. (2014), Hishier (2015), Hochschorner et al.
(2015); EDIP: Bigum et al. (2012), Moraes et al. (2014), Rubin et al. (2014), Techato et al. (2009),
Yang et al. (2004); IPCC: Nakano et al. (2006), Noon et al. (2011), and Teehan and Kandlikar (2013);
Excel: Maga et al. (2012).
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Figure 15 presents the life cycle phases that were reported to have created most
environmental impacts in the LCA studies reviewed in this work. Few authors
have not given any conclusion in this regard owing to allocation procedures and
assumptions made. Based on the results that were reported, use phase clearly dom-
inates the list with 37 papers followed by production and EOL phases with 25 pub-
lications each. Distribution, packaging, and assembly have created less impact
relatively. Within the 37 papers which reported use phase as the dominant phase,

Figure 14. Impact categories assessed. Single impact: Andrae (2014), Andrae and Andersen (2011),
Andræ et al. (2005), Caro et al. (2015), Ekvall and Andrae (2005), Norris et al. (2003), Hochschorner
et al. (2015), Hossain et al. (2014), Yokota et al. (2003), Maga et al. (2012), Malmodin et al. (2010),
Menikpura et al. (2014), Nakano et al. (2006), Noon et al. (2011), Satoshi Oikawa and Kensuke
(2005), Frey et al. (2006), Stutz and O’Connell (2010), Coroama et al. (2014), Teehan and Kandlikar
(2013), Thomas et al. (2011), Vasan et al. (2014), Weber (2012); Two impacts: Andrae et al. (2004),
Herrmann et al. (2004), Daiyue et al. (2015), Deng et al. (2011), Dodbiba et al. (2007), Grignon-Mass�e
et al. (2011), Huulgaard et al. (2013), Kandlikar and Teehan (2011), Malmodin et al. (2014), Lankey
and McMichael (2000), Moberg et al. (2010), Tasaki et al. (2013), and Williams (2004).

Table 17. Most relevant impact categories.

Midpoint Publications Endpoint Publications

Global warming 30 Human health 23
Cumulative Energy Demand (Dobon et al.) 12 Ecosystem quality 25
Ozone layer depletion (ODP) 11 Resources 12
GHG emissions 10
Acidification (AC) 7
Eutrophication (EP) 7
Abiotic Resource depletion (ADP) 6
Fossil Fuel depletion (FD) 4
Direct Land Use 3
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13 papers were LCA studies on ICT devices. Also none of these studies have used
primary data sources for LCA modeling, which implies the reported results are
based on assumptions made. Similar is the case for production phase also, only
three studies have used primary data sources partly.

Figure 15. Life cycle stage that needs attention.

Figure 16. Research purpose.
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4.3.6. Overall goal
Based on the framework presented in Fig. 1, the overall goals of the studies were
classified based on the research purpose (Fig. 16) and types of approaches (Fig. 17)
employed to achieve the same were also classified.

4.3.6.1. Research purpose. Within this category, three major purposes, namely,
hot spots identification, comparative purpose, and assessing environmental per-
formance were identified; the rest were classified as others. The overall goal of
LCA in most of the studies was for comparative purpose (86 papers) which is
64% of the papers reviewed in this work. So in all these studies in addition to
assessing environmental impacts of products, the goal was to compare the
products or their functions. Hence there was a need to further classify this sub-
category to understand what kind of comparisons have been carried out
(Fig. 18).

In most papers products, processes, or systems were compared (47 papers,
55%). The comparisons in this category is mainly between the print and tablet ver-
sion of newspapers, movies, eBooks, and normal books. Comparison between dif-
ferent displays (CRT, LCD, and Plasma) was also carried out by many authors. A
few studies also included comparison between desktop and laptops, 2G and 3G
mobile phones, and between battery systems.

Figure 17. Types of approach. Modeling: Anders et al. (2004, 2000), Andræ et al. (2005), Andrae et al.
(2004), Barba-Guti�errez et al. (2008), Laurenti et al. (2014), Margaret Simonson and Stripple (2002), Lan-
key and McMichael (2000), Park et al. (2006), Park et al. (2006), Ryen et al. (2015), Kim et al. (2001),
Streicher-Porte et al. (2009), Teehan and Kandlikar (2013), Williams (2004), Zhou and Schoenung
(2007); Frameworks: Alessandra Papetti and Mandolini (2014), Andrae (2014), Ardente and Mathieux
(2014), Daiyue et al. (2015), Deng et al. (2011), Eun et al. (2009), Hossain et al. (2014), Hur et al. (2005),
Iakovou et al. (2009), Liu et al. (2014), Nakamuraa and Kondo (2004), and Park et al. (2007).
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Function comparison was carried out in 12 publications. Within this category
most of the comparisons were carried out between the original and new version of
the product with eco-design suggestions or made of recycled materials or same
products manufactured with time gaps. Also reuses options for the same product
and different lifetimes of the same product were compared in some cases.

Other types of comparisons were carried out in 27 papers. Within this category,
comparison between LCA and other approaches, between different scenarios and
methods involved in waste management & EOL phase overall, between 2 sectors,
between different LCIA methodologies for the same product, between LCA meth-
ods and models, between product components, and between perspectives of differ-
ent user categories are some examples. Processes, scenarios, recycling options, and
others related to EOL phase clearly dominate this comparison category.

4.3.6.2. Types of approach. In order to achieve the research purpose or goal of the
study, the individual authors of different studies had employed a few approaches
which were classified based on the few categories identified. Case studies clearly
dominate this list with 103 publications (76.8%). Within this category most of the

Figure 18. Comparative purpose. Function comparison: Alessandra Papetti and Mandolini (2014),
Andreola (2005), Andreola et al. (2006), Ardente and Mathieux (2014), Hossain et al. (2014),
Margaret Simonson and Stripple (2002), Menikpura et al. (2014), Pascal De Langhe and Ceuterick
(1998), Satoshi Oikawa and Kensuke (2005), Yung et al. (2011), Yung et al. (2012), Zink et al. (2014);
Other comparisons: Alston and Arnold (2011), Andrae (2014), Caro et al. (2015), Mayers et al.
(2005), Christopher Ciantar (2000), Cullen and Allwood (2009), Daiyue et al. (2015), Dodbiba et al.
(2008), Eun et al. (2009), Dodbiba et al. (2007), Gamberini et al. (2010), Hishier (2015), Hur et al.
(2005), Lee and Park (2001), Malmodin et al. (2010), Miller et al. (2005), Moberg et al. (2014), Moraes
et al. (2014), Nakano et al. (2006), Park et al., 2006 (2006), Rocchetti and Beolchini (2014), Rubin
et al. (2014), Kim et al. (2001), Shah et al. (2008), Streicher-Porte et al. (2009), Wager et al. (2011).
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authors have used LCA to assess single electronic product or compare different
products/product groups, following the conventional methodological framework
and reported their findings.

Next in the list is the modeling approach with 16 papers. In this category, con-
sumption weighed LCA modeling was carried out on domestic appliances at coun-
try level (Ryen et al., 2015). Data envelope analysis based eco-efficiency model
(Barba-Guti�errez et al., 2008), combination of top-down and bottom-up
approaches (Park et al., 2005), environmental and economic aspects were inte-
grated in a model by a few authors, a model for LCI data collection was also devel-
oped (Andræ, 2004), few models combined existing LCAs, addressed uncertainties
involved, integrated LCA and quality function deployment.

The next type of approach used was methods or conceptual frameworks (12
papers); within this category, simplified LCA methods, methods to address uncer-
tainties in LCA, multicriteria matrix method, method to assess the durability of
energy using products, method based on spatial environmental balance (SEB)
(Daiyue et al., 2015), and advance ALCA method (Andrae, 2014) are some exam-
ples. Statistical approaches used in two papers were classified within the category
others. Generally LCA is a very data-intensive analysis tool, so the authors used
multidimensional scaling technique (MDS) to reduce the dimensionality of the
large data sets involved in LCA of domestic appliances (Guti�errez et al., 2009).

5. Current trends and discussion

Two very important goals of an effective literature review are to first integrate and
summarize what is known in an area and second to learn from others and stimu-
late new ideas (Neuman, 2000). In this work we have conducted a narrative and
systematic review of journal publications in the area of ELCA & electronic prod-
ucts. We used narrative literature review to present some important findings and
results of the past and current research in this area within various product catego-
ries identified. We employed systematic review to classify the publications into
identified research domains, critically evaluate the studies in terms of data levels
and data collection methods, and finally interpret the findings in order to under-
stand the research trends as well as the usefulness of LCA as a DMT.

LCA has received quite a lot of attention within the electronics industry. In this
work a database of 134 publications relevant to this review work were identified
from 43 journals within the time period 1995 to 2015, though this is not a very
exhaustive list, but is definitely a comprehensive list reflecting the existing body of
work in this research area and does highlight several important inferences.

5.1. Research trends

The rate of growth of publications in this area is quite evident especially in the last
year. Despite LCA’s long history its usage in electronics industry jumped off only a
decade back. Hence this definitely is the future and more research work and
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publications will increase in the coming years. Most of the researches are carried out
in developed economies, though Japan, an emerging economy has made a good num-
ber of contributions in this research area, the list does not include very recent
publications.

The lead Journal that has published a good number of papers in this area is related to
LCA. As we can see that life cycle thinking is being introduced in every product nowa-
days owing to various reasons including consumer awareness toward eco-friendly
products, EU directives marketing tactics to brand their product as green and many
more. Given with this situation, we should expect to seemore papers in this area getting
published inmanagement and business related journals as well in the future.

Two of the lead authors who were identified prolific in this area have environ-
ment strategies related background and the second most prolific author was found
to have nano science background. So going forward researchers from a wide range
of academic background will enable create new dimension to LCA studies.

5.2. Most and least researched products

As was demonstrated in the narrative review, ICT devices have received more
attention by the scholars in this area. One can understand that technology is driv-
ing this world at an unimaginable pace, however damage created by other range of
products cannot be ignored and taken lightly. Peer-reviewed journal publications
related to low-profile electronic products like vacuum cleaners, benders, micro-
wave ovens, cameras, set top box and many more such products which are essential
commodities in every household has to be assessed. Though as single commodity
they might produce less impact, their cumulative effect when considered as an
entire household CEP and further as a community, or region will be very major.
Also intermediate processes and products have received less scholarly attention.

Within the white goods refrigerators and WM created more impacts relatively
(Guti�errez et al., 2010). Also magnetic refrigeration showed higher impacts com-
pared to vapor compression refrigerator, owing to the rare earth metals into the
magnet (Monfared et al., 2014). Hermetic compressor was found to contribute
more to impacts in LCA study of refrigerators (Christopher Ciantar, 2000). Replac-
ing HCFC22 with HFC410A for the refrigerant proved to be eco-friendly option in
terms of GWP (Yanagitani and Kawahara, 2000). Effects of treatment of small
components of AC in waste stream are very critical and when considered at
national level will result in huge impacts (Techato et al., 2009). Laurent Grignon-
Masse et al. (Grignon-Mass�e et al., 2011) also confirmed through their LCA study
that for energy-efficient ACs the focus must be on working fluid leakage. Central-
ized systems were considered to be more superior that individual ones in terms of
impacts created (Gheewala and Nielsen, 2003). Inverse washing machine effect
was demonstrated in a study where the over emphasis given to the use phase leav-
ing out the other phases like transportation which must have been more significant
outside the boundary and its effects was demonstrated, by doing this the authors
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emphasized on prioritization for LCA practitioners for best result and avoid double
counting of any phase impacts (Cullen and Allwood, 2009). Eco-mouse (Schneider
et al., 2008) and oven with nonstick coating (Alessandra papetti, 2014) were some
innovative strategies used by authors to reduce environmental impacts.

Within mobile phones, GSM and UMTS networks results in negative impacts,
especially the transition phase has to be short to reduce more damage (Scharnhorst
et al., 2006). Energy use and 3G mobile network service providers are biggest con-
tributors toward service footprint and data centers are given more attention than
what is required and researchers need to concentrate more on entire system for
evaluation of footprints rather than fractions (Schien et al., 2013).

5.3. Life cycle phases assessed

When product life cycle phases are analyzed for electronic products, the use phase,
EOL phase, and production phases are reported as dominant. But is it actually
true? Use of an electronic product is determined by its power requirement for
operation, usage patterns, and life span of the product (Environmental assessment
of consumer electronic products, 2010). All these three factors are interlinked, and
the usage pattern is determined by the consumer exclusively, but in all the studies
only assumptions are made regarding the life span of the product, standby mode
of the device, and effective use time of the device. User phase is very critical for
any energy using product, both methodological and practical studies to determine
future behavior of users as well as what a customer values most have to be consid-
ered in LCA modeling and dichotomy between theory and practice and industrial
applications of LCA has to be more user-friendly by combining EIO and process
LCA (Junnila, 2008).

Even the battery usage and solar power usage assumptions made have to be
checked (Zink et al., 2014). Data collection for intermediate products and pro-
cesses and LCA of those are very essential when assessing complex ICT products,
LCI for recycling option in that region can also be done, all of this will give more
realistic results (Anders S. G. Andræ, 2004; Andræ et al., 2005). A notion that
replacing an old product with a new energy-efficient product in the market is an
eco-friendly option was evaluated using an assessment approach by the authors,
and concluded that replacement of refrigerator does not change the results much,
but replacement of TVs is beneficial, however in future the authors recommend to
test this using more impact factors (Tasaki et al., 2013).

In the EOL phase, only assumptions are made for what the consumer does with
the product after its EOL. Changes in the usage of ICT devices were analyzed in
three different perspectives ranging from individual devices to global sales of desk-
top, laptop and tablet computers and were compared. Also the authors primarily
answered the questions of which effect actually dominates the environmental
impacts: increase in energy efficient product and technology or the increase in
number ICT devices and higher usage rate? (Hishier, 2015). Hence assumptions is
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use phase have to be genuine. Specific data for energy use during use phase and
production phase were highly recommended; primary data for key components
like ICs and process-specific data like raw material acquisition of metals like gold
and air transportation were emphasized for collection of primary data (Moberg
et al., 2014). Surveys can be conducted in particular regions and can be used to
model the use and EOL more realistically for a particular product. Similarly the
overall energy termed as gray energy was evaluated using LCA (Hischier, 2015).
The authors also stated that production phase has to be evaluated fully for its
energy consumptions and data transfer when using Internet has to be also
evaluated.

In the EOL phase according to the recycling systems established in each coun-
try, different scenarios can be modeled using LCA and primary data can be col-
lected from the recycling plant to get reliable results. The logistics involved in
collection of used EEE equipment to the recycling system has to be modeled with
proper inventory data to get reliable results. The cost involved in recycling must
also be assessed to understand if it really makes sense to recycle these products.
LCA results show that distance travelled in collecting the e-waste for recycling
results in impacts like fossil fuels or respiratory inorganics (Barba-Guti�errez et al.,
2008). The recovery of secondary raw materials in the material recovery phase like
that yittrium was studied and proved to be beneficial than the original production
of yittrium (Rocchetti and Beolchini, 2014).

Mechanical recycling is reported to be more environmentally effective option
when compared to energy recovery and incernation (Dodbiba et al., 2008). LCA of
various EOL options of notebooks show that recycling of some components creates
negative impacts than other alternatives, hence it is better to improve the commer-
cial life cycle of the product using effective design rather than stressing on recycling
and recovery (Deng et al., 2011). On the contrary material recycling of electronic
scrap from mobile phone networks can reduce the environmental impact by 50%
(Wolfram Scharnhorst et al., 2005). The toxicological emission in the EOL phase of
ICT products is dominated by copper in the PCBs, also burning of cell phones to
recover rare metals shows critical effects, all this indicates the requirement in
design manufacturing phase to reduce the components with high toxic compo-
nents being assembled in electronic products (Hibbert and Ogunseitan, 2014).

Environmental evaluation of WEEE done using LCA and multivariate statistical
techniques makes it easy to benchmark a range of products and processes and also
when the impact categories to be assessed is more, however this method can be
used to evaluate other phases of a wide range of product categories (Barba-
Guti�errez et al., 2008). Rechargeable batteries are accounted for hazardous metal
pollutants and release Co, Cu, Ni, and Pb under simulated landfill conditions
(Kang et al., 2013); however lack of data in many phases of battery makes it diffi-
cult to conclude.

Plastics when treated in its EOL via recycling produces lesser impacts compared
to incernation; however more complete modeling has to be carried out for other
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WEEE fractions as well (Wager et al., 2011). Also LCA studies show that mechani-
cal recycling of plastics is more attractive treatment option than incernations and
hence plastic components like PVC in TVs must be reduced or avoided (Dodbiba
et al., 2008). It is time and again proved that better product design, effective recy-
cling options depending on WEEE fraction of the product, and wise recycler selec-
tion reduce environmental impacts (Zhang et al., 2004).

Recycling of home appliances proved to be an environmentally beneficial
choice in Japan in reducing CO2 emission, depletion of abiotic resources, genera-
tion of waste, and landfill consumption, provided the rate of retrieval remains
were maintained at a high level (Nakamuraa and Kondo, 2004). The process that
uses acqua regia has better environmental performance in recovering Cu form
PCB scrap, these kind of LCA analysis is very essential especially in countries
where effective recycling options are not in place and electronic products are dis-
posed of to landfill (Rubin et al., 2014). Also P-PCBs showed lesser environmen-
tal impacts compared to the O-PCBs (Liu et al., 2014).Environmental evaluation
of ball grid array (BGA) and chip scale packaging (CSP) using screening LCA
revealed that the shift in technology could be eco-efficient, however a full LCA
was suggested by the authors with well-defined parameters to validate their find-
ings (Andrae and Andersen, 2011).

Extension of life span of a product by reselling or upgrading is wiser option to
reduce energy impacts (Williams, 2004). The potential benefits of increasing a
products lifetime and its positive effects on impacts was evaluated using WM as a
case study and simplified and a general indices were developed, however the
authors concluded that though benefits are seen owing to the extension of lifetime
of a product, it is variable due to factors like impact category, consumers behavior
pattern in terms extending the life span impact of repair, and the efficiency of the
replacement product (Ardente and Mathieux, 2014).

When ICT products produced within a gap of a decade were compared, it was
found that the newly developed products showed a substantial decrease in green-
house gas (GHG) emissions, the reason being the decrease in the ICs and PCBs,
Linear regression model was used by the authors and was reported to be a best fit
and recommended to be used in first order LCA and has a promising future when
explored further (Teehan and Kandlikar, 2013). The authors identified a linear
relationship between mass and the embodied carbon emissions (Teehan and Kand-
likar, 2013).

CF of certain activities that were not previously assessed for ICT products like
data transport networks and data centers and manufacturing of network infra-
structure were modeled, the authors also suggested focus on end user equipment
and use time is more relevant as the data volume used depends on the use time
(Malmodin et al., 2014). E commerce is an option to overcome this effect but it
again has its own implications. It is most favorable when air freight is not used
consumer automobile services are altered by courier service (Norris et al., 2003).
The hot spots identified in LCA studies were classified as controllable and
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uncontrollable options. Controllable are those that can be controlled by the com-
pany; uncontrollable are those that cannot be controlled by the company like usage
pattern. An environmental scoring system was recommended for easy understand-
ing of the product designers who are non-LCA practitioners (Seungdo Kim, 2001).

5.4. Comparative studies

Many studies dealt with comparing print versions and online versions of newspa-
pers, movies, book reading, etc. It was also concluded that online media is more
environmentally beneficial than conventional print media. In such comparison
that involve many criteria, functional unit is very important, and at the same time
it is arguable, so based on these assumptions giving wrong conclusions and
research directions must be avoided. Also in these comparisons, inventory data for
the life cycle phases of the computers involved, usage pattern and standby mode,
electricity consumptions, internet usage and telephone networks have to be care-
fully modeled to get reliable results (Reichart and Hischier, 2002).

When digital libraries were compared with traditional format energy consump-
tion was influenced by the number of readings per article, transportation involved
in carrying the books, and photocopying. It was reported that laser printing pro-
duced lesser impacts compared to online reading and networking infrastructure
resulted in lesser impacts (Gard and Keoleian, 2003).

Similarly when paper and e-invoicing were compared, e invoicing seemed better
superficially, but that conclusion has to be further dug into considering factors like
allocation, avoiding printing in e-voice, and how the e-voice system is designed
and manufactured (Moberg et al., 2010).

Between the 3 competing technology of CRT and LCD and plasma, newer flat
panel displays were reported to create less impacts compared to CRT technologies
(Lim and Schoenung, 2010), plasma created less impacts compared to LCD. How-
ever the bottom line is all technologies reflected high impacts in production and
use phase (which has to be verified) and EOL showing benefits (Hischier and
Baudin, 2010). In the disposal phase LCD monitor showed lower impacts com-
pared to CRT monitors except for the mercury management category.

6. Future trends

LCA in future has to be used as a tool to quantify the cumulative effect of group of
electronic products on a community, region or country and comparisons can also
be made for interesting results. Eco-design suggestions can be provided for a series
of low-profile and less complex products based on LCA results, and for which pri-
mary data can be applied in use and EOL phase. Expansion of PCR libraries is also
a welcome change. More countries can develop PCR libraries to avoid uncertainties
in LCA like user profiles, logistics, electricity mix (Weber, 2012).

With reuse and recycling being emphasized so much nowadays, environmental
benefits of products using virgin materials and recycled materials can be assessed
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and compared (Andreola, 2005). In countries where there is no recycling facility,
the EOL management has to be studied especially in those countries to understand
the effects and impacts of disposed electronic products. Further simplification of
LCA for EOL phase has to be investigated and addressed in more detail for ICT
products (Moberg et al., 2014). Metals, flame retardants and long terms effects of
emissions from landfills have to be evaluated using LCIA especially for ICT prod-
ucts as these have many critical effects on human health and ecosystem quality
(Wolfram Scharnhorst et al., 2005). Recycling and disposal practices in emerging
economies have to be studied where electricity generation and cost involved might
be different and these results will help make some useful change in WEEE direc-
tives (Mayers et al., 2005).

When evaluating CF, apart from the emission factors taken form the companies,
information from suppliers, usage and disposal stage of electronic products will
provide holistic results (Vasan et al., 2014). In future national emissions have to be
considered like in the case of Luxemburg where the country’s GHG emissions for
its net consumption was evaluated over a period of time using hybrid LCA instead
of an IPCC approach considering both consumer and producer perspectives (Caro
et al., 2015). Such national-level assessments performed in emerging countries will
provide results on impacts created, also instead of only GHG emissions effects on
human health and ecosystem quality can be measured on the whole.

A new concept of global change mix factor (GCMF) introduced along with
ALCA to present AALCA and sensitivity checks were first performed for the mar-
ket changes. Notions like smart phones have replaced alarm clocks, digital cam-
eras, and watches must be explored, more on implementation of CLCA, ALCA,
and AALCA and how well they complement each other on a range of electronic
products can be explored also usage of price units instead of physical units in
GCMF can be investigated and cumulative effects of usage of smart phones for an
extended period like 2020 will also produce some interesting results (Andrae,
2014). The EOL of CNT switches used in phone memory has to be evaluated for
toxic emissions, modeling of nano-enabled products is still weak in this area
(Dahlben et al., 2013). LCA studies related mobile phones show that UMTS proved
to be better than GSM service (Faist Emmenegger et al., 2004); however now with
4 G in place, there is a lot of component and technology changes which has to be
analyzed.

Within the category of ICT devices, desktops & notebooks have received major
attention, but integrated desktop has not received any scholarly attention so far.
In most of the houses to avoid the hassles of having CPU, an all in one unit is
preferred; however this product has not been analyzed so far, for its environmen-
tal implications. Even a comparison between a conventional desktop PC and an
integrated desktop will fetch some interesting results. Temporal trends in
manufacturing phase of notebooks, energy use in operation phase have to be
quantified more realistically (Deng et al., 2011). The potential of ICT sector, as a
source to decrease the environmental impacts created by many other product
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categories can be modeled (Malmodin et al., 2010). ICT products have to be eval-
uated in future more accurately and studies can be compared based on spatial
environmental balance (SEB) to understand how geography plays an important
role in LCA results, since LCA weighs different phases of LCA based in different
location (Daiyue et al., 2015).

Also hybrid LCA exhibits advantages over conventional LCA in terms of imple-
menting a wide range of alternative scenarios with regard not only to the
manufacturing phase, but also to the phase of use and end of life (Nakamuraa and
Kondo, 2004). For company-level assessments in particular electronic industry
with raw materials and production processes involving a huge supply chain, hybrid
LCA is more practicable. Huge data sets in LCA can be handled using MDS techni-
ques (Guti�errez et al., 2009).

Many authors have time and again stated the importance of setting up appropri-
ate system boundaries, and at the same time how difficult it is to create one, Rafael
Laurenti et al (Laurenti et al., 2014) stated that GMB (group model building) and
CLD can serve this purpose. The authors demonstrated this for WM, similar pro-
cedure can be followed for other products especially complex ICT products. The
commonly used functional units, life cycle stages and system boundaries can be
determined based on literature review and variables that are left out from the anal-
ysis but may influence the LCA results can be evaluated using cause effect links
and feedback loops (Laurenti et al., 2014). These approaches would bridge the gap
between quantitative and qualitative variables, improve the conclusion & recom-
mendations given by LCA studies (Laurenti et al., 2014).

When comparisons are made between ICT products and traditional counter-
parts more in depth analysis has to be carried out with methodological guidelines
considering indirect and rebound effect for realistic results (Mirabella et al., 2013).
There is not always a single answer as to which one is better in these kind of com-
parisons, obvious choices like switching off the devices when not in use, prolonging
the lifetime of the device as much as possible, dispose of in a proper way and use
material recovery and recycling as EOL option are all options to mitigate impacts;
however in the future, toxicological emissions have to be evaluated. Only when
inventories are developed more impact categories can be created and analyzed
especially for complex electronic products (Moberg et al., 2010).

In the domain of electronic media, some issues in performing LCA include the
data collection strategy, desktop search and dismantling and the influence of geo-
graphical location on parameters like electricity mix, recycling options play a sig-
nificant effect on results (Hischier et al., 2014). In future assumptions on these
grounds can be checked with spatial sensitivity analysis, also LCI models with dif-
ferent data collection approaches can be tested for interesting results (Hischier
et al., 2014). When comparing display technologies in TVs, environmental benefits
of recent technologies is reflected, however relevance of inclusion of nano particles
releases into LCA studies is essential for more reliable evaluation (Hischier, 2015).
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In general we assume that rechargeable batteries create lesser impacts, however
the usage phase and EOL phase are very crucial in confirming this notion, usage
pattern of rechargeable batteries and their disposal state also has to be modeled to
verify this assumption (Lankey and McMichael, 2000). FTM (Factory through
Mall) phase is ignored or conveniently assumed to create least significant impacts,
which might not be the case necessary and was tested by Norris et al. (2001). In
future this phase has to be modeled carefully to fetch accurate overall results.
Impact category DLU is not given as much importance as CED or GWP or any
other impact (Sibylle D. Frey, 2006). This category when studied might fetch inter-
esting results.

7. Gaps identified

Two of the major challenges faced by LCA tool are the data acquisition and its
applicability in industrial practices for decision-making. Our literature analysis
clearly indicates that LCA has been used primarily by academia, more so in devel-
oped countries. As a technology improves and matures over a period of time more
attention has to be paid to its effective utilization in business and organizations to
serve the public and society in a larger sense. Moreover more opportunities must
be provided for LCA practitioners worldwide within academia and industries to
design, develop, implement and evaluate LCA for electronic products. Despite the
opportunities existing currently in this area, there is still a long way to go for exten-
sive global application of LCA for electronic products.

There are still many challenges to overcome and problems to be solved to enable
widespread implementation of LCA as a DMT within electronics industry globally.
Broadly the drawbacks or limitation of using LCA as a DMT can be classified into
(1) boundary scoping, (2) methodologies used, (3) data collection procedures and
finally (4) industrial practices. One more important point of consideration is the
ultimate end result of using LCA as DMT. A good number of case studies analyzed
in this review indicate the effective use of LCA in environment impact assessment
and hot spot identification. But did these results play any role in reducing the envi-
ronmental impacts of the corresponding products to the fullest? Has it been further
verified? Hence going forward LCA has to be used as a DMT in order to improve
the environmental impacts throughout the product’s life cycle.

As outlined above, for LCA to effectively work, it is absolutely essential to solve
the two major challenges it is currently facing, namely data availability and the lim-
itations related to its usage as a DMT. The limitations of using LCA within deci-
sion-making has also been highlighted above. In this context, following are some
important gaps identified from this literature analysis that merit future attention:

7.1. Practices

Difficulties are being encountered in conducting LCA studies for large group of
products, region, sector etc. It is understood that it is more complicated to conduct
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such assessments than for a single conventional electronic product, as there are
more data requirements, each product is unique and has multiple functions to
assess. However, more research on LCA being used to quantify the net environ-
mental impacts created by a group of electronic products within a sector, country,
and region is essential (Ryen et al., 2015). Comparison within different countries
will also fetch interesting results. Country-level assessments are more crucial than
product-level assessments to understand consumption of resources and usage
behavior at macrolevel. Eco-design suggestions on products for reducing the
cumulative energy usage and emissions can also be given on a larger scale based
the geographical limitation of that region.

Focus on low-profile electronic products and some products within ICT devices
like integrated desktops, kindle, intermediate processes and products, internet ser-
vice providers and data centers are needed in future LCA studies. Studies focusing
on checking the validity of Eco-labeled products will also pave way for effective
usage of LCA within industrial practices.

7.2. Data inventories

Future research has to use actual industry data instead of relying on subjective
opinions. More LCA studies using primary data to model the use and EOL phase
of electronic products will continue developing this field of research (Guti�errez
et al., 2009). Even in cases where mix of data types are used, data quality indicators
(measured, calculated, estimated, and not reported) have to be included for trans-
parency in the kind of data used, which will enable decision-making.

7.3. Methodology framework

Carbon footprint analysis of electronic products should include emission factors
from not only companies, also from suppliers, use and disposal of products (Vasan
et al., 2014). Impacts created by the ICT devices on PCF can be evaluated on large
scale to understand the cumulative effects over a time frame for a specific region
or country (Caro et al., 2015). Focusing on analyzing the most significant sources
of NF3 emissions and its possible effect on GWP also needs attention (Thomas
et al., 2011). Energy and Carbon are the most evaluated impact categories espe-
cially when it comes to ICT products. In future, land areas consumed by the raw
and mined materials must be considered more for CEP (Sibylle D. Frey, 2006).
Steps in the manufacturing process have to be included more in detail. Nanomate-
rial evaluation has to be included in LCA studies of ICT products for better results
(Hischier, 2014). Temporal uncertainty and life span uncertainty have to be
addressed and justified (Weber, 2012). More LCA types must be explored and
compared with the help of case studies of various products to provide comprehen-
sive results (Nakamuraa and Kondo, 2004).

More models and conceptual frameworks must be developed combining differ-
ent approaches and methods. Such integrated models with LCA as a DMT using
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TBL (Triple bottom line approach) approach will eventually pave the way toward
sustainability. Product Sustainability Index, Ecological and Social Material Index/
Indicators for EOL of electronic products, and Web-based system for individual
electronic products indicating an overall environmental score are some areas to
explore; however all these require a well-planned research agenda to achieve desir-
able results (Herrmann et al., 2004).

7.4. Boundary scoping

Appropriate system boundaries, life span of the products under consideration,
clear reporting of results in terms of the: (1) LCIA methods used, (2) most relevant
impact category, and (3) life cycle phase that needs attention are very essential
(Laurenti et al., 2014). Few life cycle phases that involve geographical factor like
electricity mix and recycling systems prevailing have to be more carefully evaluated
using SEB (Daiyue et al., 2015), (Hischier et al., 2014). EOL management options
especially in countries where recycling facilities are not available and electronic
products are landfilled must be studied to model the damage created (Barba-
Guti�errez et al., 2008), (Mayers et al., 2005), (Wolfram Scharnhorst et al., 2005).

7.5. Notions

General beliefs like rechargeable batteries are superior to conventional ones, online
media is better that print media, and mobile phones have replaced watch and cam-
eras, ignoring the distribution phase especially the FTM phase precisely in most
models, recycling as a viable option in EOL management and finally cornering use
phase as the most dominant phase in energy using ICT devices, have to be revisited
and checked for validity (Andrae, 2014; Norris et al., 2003).

We hope that the future work on LCA within electronics industry will bridge the
gap between theoretical frameworks developed and the normal business practices
followed and enable decision-making in the process by developing reliable models
and frameworks using quality data. Also we hope that in the future, reporting of
results in LCA studies meet the industry needs and is presented in such a way that
it can be understood even by non-LCA practitioners. This will eventually help in
LCA not getting categorized as a data starved, sophisticated, and complex tool that
needs an expert support when employed for decision-making.

8. Conclusions

This paper reports on a comprehensive literature review of LCA and consumer
electronic products summarizing the developments made so far and indicating
future trends. This area of research has seen rapid growth in the last decade. We
conducted a narrative review from which it is clearly evident that ICT products
have received more scholarly attention compared to other electronic products. We
carried out a systematic review using two classification frameworks to identify
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research trends and knowledge gaps in this field. In general, most of the studies
concluded that use phase, EOL phase, and production phase are the most domi-
nant ones in creating negative environmental impacts in that order. However
some discrepancies between the studies and some limitations for using LCA as an
effective DMT have been found in the literature. Literature shows evidence that
the environmental variant of the LCA has been widely used for decision-making
whereas the social and economic dimension are still not included, or even if
included all three dimensions of sustainability are not integrated in one model.
Also from the literature, it is quite clearly evident that lack of data inventory, inhib-
itions from the business communities, or industry to reveal data makes it more dif-
ficult to conduct LCA of energy using consumer electronic products and aid
decision-making. Finally, this work also presented available literature gaps, as a
result of critical review on various life cycle studies conducted on consumer elec-
tronic products, for further studies to focus on.

Clearly there are limitations in this work. First when the usage of keywords was
expanded, we might have got more relevant papers in this area of research. Second
the decision of including the 134 papers in this review was subjective, decided by
the sole discretion of the authors only. The literature collection was carried out
using only one database SCOPUS. However with all these stated limitations, we
believe our review work is very comprehensive in presenting the current trends
and future research recommendations in this research area. This review can be fur-
ther extended by reviewing and comparing individual LCA results of each product
category to understand their relative impacts. This can be done on a country level
or regional level as well.

In view of the rapid development of electronic industry numerous regulations
have been passed by EU. With customers also opting for eco-friendly products,
governments and industries have also started investing on research & development
of environmental friendly products. At this point, LCA plays a crucial role as it is
one of the widely established system-analysis tools to evaluate the complete life
cycle of a product. Conducting LCA to understand how a consumer electronic
product hurts or helps nature is the future; therefore, it would be interesting to see
how countries who have not taken sustainability initiatives so far will adapt to this
changing trend. It is also very important for business people to understand LCA
and incorporate life cycle thinking into their product in the design stage itself,
because in the future such labels will even add value to the brand image of the
products. Similarly with manufacturers and industry people being involved in sus-
tainable measures, it is essential for the LCA practitioners and researchers to make
sure that future research directions in this area are useful in enabling decision-
making, reliable and understandable for further implementation. It is hoped that
this comprehensive review provides some useful insights to the readers in terms of
understanding the current trends in LCA of electronic products, identify knowl-
edge gaps, and provide future research recommendations.
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